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Anxiety and stress are factors which affect children's day
to day functioning.

It affects their psychological, physiological,

and social functioning.

This in turn causes children to do poorly

in academics, have poor interpersonal relationships, acquire many
fears and phobias, and develop many somatic complaints (e.g.,
muscle tension, speech disturbances, hypertension, etc.).

Children

who experience stress and who do not learn to cope with it effectively are likely to have problems as adults.

Therefore, the

Children's Anxiety Management Program (C.A.M.P.) was initiated to
a group of 5th and 6th grade school children in Bowling Green,
Kentucky.

The purpose of the program was to (1) assess the effects

C.A.M.P. had on children in regard to anxiety, defensiveness, and
self-disparagement, (2) teach children strategies to cope with
stress and anxiety, (3) train the teachers in the skills of C.A.M.P.,
(4) to sensitize the teachers to children's needs when stress and
anxiety are involved, and (5) to validate C.A.M.P.

The Children's

Anxiety Management Program is built on an evaluation model.

Pro-

cess and outcome evaluation procedures were used during this study
and included (1) evaluation of student and teacher logbooks, (2)
direct observation of the implementation of the program, (3)
discussion with the teachers, students, and parents, and (4)
analysis of anxiety test results.

vii.

This type of evaluation insures

that the program's goals are met as completed and monitors the
overall effects of the program.

It was hypothesized that after

completion of the program, anxiety would decrease in the children
undergoing the program.

This hypothesis was examined via the

Children's School Questionnaire and process evaluation procedures
(e.g., logbook monitoring, observation, etc.).

The children under-

went a 15 week program for approximately one hour per day, while
a control group in a local elementary school did not.

The results

show that there was a significant difference between treatment
conditions.

The group undergoing treatment showed a significant

lowering of school anxiety; whereas, the control group did not
change significantly.

Any result was considered significant if it

achieved an alpha level greater than .01, which supports the hypothesis.

While defensiveness and self-disparagement did not lower

significantly, it can be inferred that since C.A.M.P. was not
designed to deal with these factors, these results were anticipated.

viii

CHAPTER I
Introduction
Anxiety and stress are phenomena which affect both adults
and children (Ullman & Krasner, 1975; Wolman, 1972; as cited in
Pfohl, Note 1).

There are many procedures available that teach

individuals skills which can be utilized to cope with various
anxiety producing stressors (Barrios & 5higetomi, 1979).

The

procedures include self-control desensitization (Goldfried,
1971), anxiety management training (SUinn & Richardson, 1971 ),
applied relaxation (Deffenbacher, 1976), self-statement modification (Meichenbaum & Cameron, 1974), and rational restructuring
(Goldfried, 1977; Goldfried, Decenteceo, & Weinberg, 1974 ),
with many other procedures.

The procedures mentioned above are

examples of coping-skills techniques.

Coping-skills training is

aimed at helping individuals gain generalizable skills to reduce
or prevent anxiety (Barrios &

Elhigetomi, 1979).

Coping-skills training are intervention methods which use
the prevention model of mental health.

The prevention model

allows the utilization of subprofessionals and paraprofessionals
in various roles (Phillips, 1971) and allows individuals to prepare to deal with future difficulties (Barrios & Shigetomi, 1979 ).
Children can be helped using specific coping-skills techniques so
that major problems which may be experienced can be avoided
(Phillips, 1971 ).

The school system is a setting which is con-

ducive to the implementation of preventive programs (Phillips, 1971).
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Primary prevention is the intervention area upon which
this thesis will focus.

Primary prevention is defined as

"...interventions in the environment to eliminate or
modify the psychological stress before it has had a
chance to affect children, and interventions to protect children from the impact of psychological stresses
by building up their resistance to their personality
strength." (Holister, 1965, P. 32).
Research of the literature shows a definite lack of information regarding coping-skills programs or broad-based behavioral
programs for children.

The Children's Anxiety Management Program

(Pfohl, Note 1) is a program designed to establish skills to aid
4th through 6th grade children in coping with stress and anxiety.

CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature
School is very often a very "painful" place for children
(Schultz, Heuchert, & Stampf, 1973).

Painful may refer to

bodily hurt, mental anxiety, or to both a physical cause of
discomfort and to the consequent mental anguish (Funk & Wagnals,
1966, p. 969).

Some examples of potentially painful school

experiences include such things as being afraid to say something
in class, being in the lowest reading group, knowing that other
children think you are slow and not as competent or able as they
are, going to recess, being the last one picked for a team, and
not being allowed to rest when the need is there (Schultz, 1980).
In most cases, stress and anxiety have been found to play a very
important role in these school experiences (Phillips, 1978).
Stressful or painful school events cannot be eliminated from the
lives of children, so new ways to deal with stress and anxiety
need to be taught (Schultz, 1980).
To help children learn new ways to deal with stress and
anxiety four areas need to be investigated.

These areas are

anxiety, stress, coping, and coping-skills training as prevention.

Anxiety
Anxiety has been generally described as a syndrome consisting
of uncomfortable feelings of apprehension, tension, and dread
(Vattano, 1978).

It has also been described as "a varying mixture
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of alertness, antici
pation, curiosity, an
d fear that sets of
f a
search for new inform
ation and solutions"
(Tanner, 1976, p.7)
.
Anxiety is known to
affect somatic, moto
r, affective and co
gnitive
functioning (Schultz
, 1980).
Spielberger has foun
d over 5,000 books
or articles on anxi
ety
which have been publ
ished in psychologi
cal and medical lite
rature
in the past twenty ye
ars (Spielberger, 19
72). There is also
a
large amount of lite
rature linking anxiet
y with the inabilit
y of
students to profit
from instruction (T
obias, 1979). Spielb
erger
(1966) has reported
that more than 20% of
students who were ch
aracterized as being hi
ghly anxious droppe
d out of school due to
academic failure. Th
ere are similar repo
rts of the effects of
high
anxiety on grade poin
t average (Spielberg
er, 1962; Spielberge
r &
Katzenmeyer, 1959).
That is, ,grade poin
t average decreases
as
anxiety increases.

Reactions to Anxi
ety
Anxiety may take
the form of misbehav
ior or maladaptive

behavior.

It may take the form
of "hyperactivity," co
nsistent
tardiness, forgetting
supplies and assignme
nts, or apathy
(Leffingwell, 1977).
Some of the more comm
on somatic and motor
reactions to anxiety
include flushing, swea
ting, dry mouth, shal
low
breathing, chest tigh
tness, heart palpatat
ions, pounding pulse,
headaches, feeling of
weakness, intestinal
distress, muscular ti
ghtness, tremors, startl
e reaction, incoordina
tion, and "freezing"
or
"going blank" (Cotle
r & Guerva, 1976, p.
59).
Some of the affective
and cognitive reaction
s to anxiety
include panic, depres
sion, irritability, ag
itation, worry, dread,
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ances
inattention, forgetfulness, distractability, and sleep disturb
(Cotler & Guerva, 1976,v.
Leffingwell (1977) states the following identifiable, typical
students:
behaviors as those which are overtly manifested by anxious
g
assuming a fetal position as if suffering from cramps, wringin
unable
of hands, pulling or twisting of hair, squirming or being
developto sit still (inappropriately labeled "hyperactivity"),
the skin,
ing pallor, rash or other changes in the appearance of
palsy,
shaking of hands, feet and legs as if suffering from a
of a
laughing at inappropriate times such as the announcement
n
test, verbalizing protests in the form of a rationalizatio
non(e.g. "If we fail, it isn't our fault."), protesting in
being converbal behaviors such as forgetting needed materials,
sistently late, excessive absenteeism, etc., emotionally withdrawing as if in a state of apathy when the real feeling is
intensa anxiety.
Siemon (1978) suggests that:
Everyone gets anxious at one time or the other children are no exception. Children are bombarded
with many stresses from the environment in the form
of a love object, unmet needs, loss of self-esteem,
or unmet expectations. When they feel threatened,
they experience an initial fleeting sense of helplessness and insecurity which accompanies anxiety.
Anxiety and helplessness heighten each other cyclically, draining emotional energy in the process.
Since human beings cannot tolerate anxiety for
prolonged periods of time, they learn early in life
to organize their lives to avoid it or at least to
keep it down to a tolerable level... When a child
does not cope effectively he (or she) internalizes
blame which then becomes the basis for a poor selfconcept. Identified emotional problems in children
represent maladaptive coping (pp. 211-212).
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Stress
Stress, as defined by Selye (1976) is "the nonspecific
response of the body to any demand made upon it."

Schultz (1980)

sees stress as the condition of increased wear and tear on the
body resulting from demands placed upon a person in which he or
she finds difficulties in coping with.
define the term "distress."

Both Selye and Schultz

Selye (1974) sees distress as being

the result of excessive, damaging, or unpleasant stress.

Schultz

(1980) uses distress to denote the personal outcome of meeting
a stressful school event in a nonpositive, unproductive, or
maladaptive manner.

Schultz (1980) also mentions that the term

"eustress" is used to denote the personal outcome for the child,
if a stressf-1 school event is met in a positive, adaptive manner.
Some examples of stressful school events are starting school,
making new friends, etc.

Some examples of negative stressful

school events include failing a test, being sick, not being
accepted by school peers, etc.

Stressful school events may be

conceptualized as being both achievement-related and socialrelated (Phillips, 1978).
be:

Examples of achievement stress might

teacher going too fast, being compared to others in class,

unrealistic teacher expectations, recitation times, tests of all
types.

Social stresses can be:

fear of a physical attack,

clothes one wears, unfriendly children, academic success or failure,
and deficiencies (Pfohl, Note 1).
Stress is also divided into two categories:

physical stress

includes such things as being exhausted, being too hot or too cold,
having a virus, sustaining an injury, or other irritants to the
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body.

Psychological stress involves a perceived threat to a child

regarding self-esteem, security, or safety (Schultz, 1980) and may
be either imagined or be a real threat that a child experiences.
This form of stress follows a sequential pattern:

(a) the internal

assignment of meaning to a school event (e.g., as a positive event,
or as being a threat to self in some way), (b) the occurance of
the school event itself, and (c) the occurance of internal or
external responses to the school event dependent on the assigned
meaning given to it (Schultz, 1980).
R. Lazarus (1966) states that stress is not only physiological,
but also includes psychological and social components.
that increased stress can result in

He states

(1) reports of disturbed

affects--anxiety, fear, depression and guilt; (2) motor behavioral
reactions--increased muscle tension, speech disturbances, particular facial expressions, flight or attack; (3) changes in the
adequacy of cognitive functioning--poor problem solving, poor
judgment, inadequate social adaption; (4) physiological changes-effects of the autonomic nervous system and adrenal glands
including secretion of various hormones which effect galvanic
re,
skin responses (GSR), blood pressure, respiration, skin temperatu
and heart rate (R. Lazarus, 1966; as cited in Pfohl, Note 1).
Studies have indicated that any change of life circumstances
can evoke stress (Yamamoto, 1979).
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Coping with Environment and with Self
Zeitlin (1980) defines coping as:
An active, adaptive process of using strategies to

maintain one's world. It is behavior children learn
from the interactions of their development, temperament, prior experience, general level of competence,
areas of vulnerability, and the demands of the
environment (p. 139-144).
Murphy and Moriarty (1976) conducted an 18-year longitudinal
study of children's coping behavior in which two major categories
were formulated:
self.

coping with the environment and coping with

Coping with the environment is defined as "the capacity

to cope with opportunities, challenges, frustrations, and threats
in the environment" (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976 ; as cited in
Zeitlin, 1980, p. 140).
environment.

It is how children adapt to their

Coping with self is "the capacity to manage one's

relations to the environment so as to maintain intelated
functioning" (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976; as cited in Zeitlin,
1980, p. 140).

It is how children meet their own survival and

growth needs (Zeitlin, 1980).

Coping Styles and Coping Strategies
Other terms that need to be understood are coping style and
coping strategies.

Coping style according to Zeitlin (1980) is

"the way one habitually manages one's world by using certain
strategies rather than others" (p. 140).

Children develop their

own coping styles from the experiences they encounter.

Coping

strategies are specific behavioral sequences which are used to
deal with specific challenges, problems, or fears (Zeitlin, 1960)
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Coping strategies are methods which aid in the reduction of
reactions to stress in children.
cesses:

These are aided by other pro-

familiarization, negative adaptation, mastery of specific

tasks and skills and experience of success (Murphy & Moriarty,
1976).
Familiarization is a term used to describe a decrease in
the threat of a stressful situation.

This result is accomplished

by exposing the child to stressful situations several times (Pfohl,
Note 1).
Negative adaptation involves the child's becoming accustomed
to an unpleasant stimulus (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976).

Murphy (1976)

gives a good example to demonstrate what is meant by negative
adaptation as the process of a child getting a series of shots.
After the series, the child is accustomed to the shots and accepts
them more readily and with less anxiety.
Mastery of specific tasks and skills and experiences of
success involve having the child learn the specific tasks and
skills involved and realizing his accomplishments (Murphy &
Moriarty, 1976; Pfohl, Note 1).
Pfohl (Note 1) summarizes the characteristics of good childhood copers from the study by Murphy and Moriarty (1976).
characteristics include:

The

(1) the children having parents who

who
neither overprotected them nor indulged them, (2) parents
ed and
also respected their children's capacities, who encourag
nce
rewarded their efforts and who offered their children reassura
(3)
when they were becoming frustrated and in times of failure,
e
the good copers who allowed room for regression into infantil
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means of gratif
ication,

(4) those who
observed adults
coping and
who modeled th
eir behavior,
(5) those who
have healthy,
early
autonomic reac
tivity and (6)
those with pare
nts who obtain
a great
deal of enjoym
ent from their
infants.
Children cope
with particular
stressors in ma
ny ways. They
may attempt to
reduce the thre
at, bypass it,
run away from
the
threat, divide
their attention
from it, elimin
ate or destroy
thn
threat, or attempt
to control the
threat by sett
ing limits
(Pfohl, Note 1)
. The child ma
y not deal with
the actual th
reat,
but to the anxi
ety aroused by
the threat. He
may attempt to
contain the tensio
n by insight,
being brave, re
assuring himsel
f that
he can deal wi
th the threat,
or conscious fo
rmulation of th
e nature
of the threat (M
urphy, 1962; as
cited in Meiche
nbaum, Turk &
Burstein, 1975
).
Children seldom
run away from
a threat or stre
ssor. They
instead use su
ch techniques
as: strategic
withdrawal, fo
restalling
danger by know
ing when to st
op, selecting an
d imposing thei
r own
structure, and
restructuring
the environment
as needed (Mur
phy &
Moriarty, 1976
; as cited in
Pfohl, Note 1)
.
Coping Skills Tr
aining for the
Prevention of
Anxiety
There has been
increased intere
st in techniques
which teach
clients an acti
ve coping skil
l such as relaxa
tion that can
be used
in coping with
a variety of an
xiety eliciting
situations (Gol
dfried
& Merbaum, 19
73; Mahoney, 19
74; Mahoney & Th
oreson, 1974).
The
prevention of on
e's fears and an
xieties along wi
th other behavi
or
disorders is a
relatively re
cent developmen
t (Kessler & Al
bee,
1975). Using me
ntal health prev
ention methods
would spare

individ

uals fr
om unne
cessary
11
sufferi
involve
ng and
d with
w
o
uld les
the sho
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sen the
f treat
problem
1977).
ment se
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rvices
h there
(
Gelfand
is a de
& Hartm
mand fo
a small
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tion se
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rvices,
essiona
only
l time
or rela
is actu
ted act
ally us
ivities
ed for
such as
prevent
educati
Baker &
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on and
Hartman
c
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n, 1979
tion (W
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ade,
A numbe
r of co
ping pr
ocedure
treatme
s have
nt of a
been de
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veloped
with ch
for the
i
l
dren an
areas a
d adult
s appli
s. The
ed rela
se incl
xation
ude suc
(
D
effenba
tion (M
h
cher, 1
eichenb
976), s
aum & C
tress i
ameron,
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desensi
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a
n
d
self-co
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used to
1974).
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stressors.

Thus, coping skills training allows individuals to

maximize preventive effects, reduce multiple anxiety reactions,
and minimize areas revolving around health related problems
(Barrios & Shigetomi, 1980).
Two studies are reported in which coping skills are employed
in the prevention of anxiety reactions with children, and both
offer encouraging results (Barrios & Shigetomi, 1980).

The first

study, the effectiveness of a filmed coping model and minimal
preparation in preventing anxiety reactions to elective tonsillectomies, was completed by Peterson and

higetomi (Note 3).

The results indicate that the children who received the combination coping and modeling techniques were most calm to hosp tal
procedures (e.g., injections).

The copine procedures were more

effective than modeling or information alone.
The other study by Cradock, Cotter and Jason (1978) involved
ninth grade females vulnerable to public speaking anxiety.
intervention strategies were employed:

Two

systematic desensitization

and coping strategies, or no intervention condition.

The findings

indicate that only the coping strategy effectively reduced susceptability to public speaking anxiety.
Coping skills training would be an inappropriate prevention
program if the individuals were suffering from fundamental skill
deficits (Barrios & Shigetomi, 1979).

That is, attempts to

prevent test anxiety through coping skills training would probably
be fruitless if the students didn't already possess the skills
needed, including such things as appropriate study habits
(Barrios & Shigetomi, 1980).

Implemen
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It should be noted that
it isn't currently kno
wn precisely
which coping skills pro
grams are effective in
alleviating various
children's fears. The
re may also be problems
in having children
use some of the coping
skills techniques if the
y aren't in the
behavior repertoires of
the children (Barrios
& Shigetomi, 1980).
A successful preventio
n program ideally should
focus on the
adoption of cost-effecti
ve programs to the org
anization (e.g.,
schools) and ethically
acceptable intervention
strategies
(Barrios & Shigetomi,
1980). There have bee
n several earlier
prevention programs bas
ed on intervention met
hods without demonstrated effectiveness
as treatment intervention
s, so using them
in prevention was pro
bably useless. This was
due to the lack of
specific criteria, bot
h of generalization to
non-target populations and poor cost eff
ectiveness (Peterson,
Hartmann & Gelfand,
in press; as cited in Bar
rios & Shigetomi, 1980).
A successful preventio
n program must deal wit
h target
behaviors which are pre
valent and serious eno
ugh to be worth
the time and effort of
school personnel and the
children (Barrios
& Shigetomi, 1980). Anx
iety reactions to specif
ic problem areas
would be an example.
Since fears and anxiet
y reactions are
experienced by a very
large number of people
, often in response
to many different types
of stimuli, preventive int
erventions for
each separate target wou
ld be inefficient and unf
easable. A
single overall intervent
ion program which would
prevent a wide
range of fears and anx
ieties over an extended
period of time and
which would reach
a large number of people
would be the ideal
approach (Barrios &
Shigetomi, 1980). It
appears that coping
skills programs have
the potential for meetin
g this criteria.
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Reaching a Target Population
An ideal prevention program would reach only those individuals
who would develop the target problem without intervention (Barrios
& Shigetomi, 1980).
an intervention are:

Three general strategies for administering
the community-wide approach, the high-risk

approach, and the milestone approach (Bloom, 1968).
The community approach is designed to give all the members
of a community the intervention.

This approach would also most

likely reach those persons who are not in need of it (Barrios &
Shigetomi, 1980).
The high risk approach involves ethical problems such as
invasion of privacy in effort to assess an individual's risks
and the parsimony effects of being labeled (e.g., behaving in
accordance to the label) (Barrios & Shigetomi, 1980).

There is

a very little useful information on risk factors associated with
anxiety reactions and fears (Graziano, DeGiovonni, & Garcia, 1979)
The milestone approach appears to be the best suited for the
prevention of fears and anxieties.

Most of the events that are

common stress situations (e.g., marriage, starting school, starting college, etc.) are more predictable in advance so that
preventive measures can be implemented (Barrios & Shigetomi,
1980).

This approach also identifies periods and targets at

which prevention efforts can be directed.
Barrios and Shigetomi

Examples given by

1980) include young children being taught

skills that would enable them to cope more effectively with fears
such as darkness, medical procedures, and small animals.
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It appears that the majority of the coping skills prevention
programs are directed toward the adult population and not the
children's population (Pfohl, Note 1). There is very little
research for coping skills prevention programs for children,
an area that could benefit greatly.
Schultz (1980) and Phillips (1978) feel that a training
program to help children learn adaptive coping skills for managin
school related stress take the following ideas into consideration:
(1) the uniqueness of the child, (2) the child's need to learn
n
flexible management skills, (3) the use of a stress desensitizatio
process (e.g., where the child is slowly introduced to a stressful
- he or she can gain competence in it),
school area over time s:;
(4) the goal of experiencing success in handling stressful school
events, (5) developing the child's cognitive awareness of the
nature of anxiety and stress along with different ways of coping
with them, (6) training the child in relaxation skills for use as
a critical self-management skill, (7) guiding the child in developing plans and skills that lead to more effective coping (e.g.,
teaching basic personal problem solving), ..ind (8; providing the
child with practice situations where stress management is called
for using a variety of opportunities across many situations.

Summary
Children undergo the stresses of life much to the same degree
as do adults.

Since it is virtually impossible to eliminate stress

from the lives of children, new methods to deal or cope with
stress need to be found.
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Current behavioral techniques, such as systematic desensitation and modeling, have been successful with treating anxiety
reactions that children elicit; but there are no programs that
currently attempt to prevent anxiety problems in children.
Coping skills prevention programs have been examined and
have been found to be appropriate for a prevention program;
therefore, it is the purpose of this thesis to

(1) implement

a current coping skills prevention program, the Children's Anxiety
Management Program (C.A.M.P.) (Pfoill, Note 1), (2) to assess the
effects the program has on children's coping skills and, (3)
to assess how anxiety is effected by the program.
will be implemented in the fifth and sixth grades.

The program
C.A.M.P.

is designed to overcome these factors and thus increase the
probability of a successful outcome.

It is hypothesized that

after completion of the Children's Anxiety Management Program
anxiety will be reduced in the children participating in the program, and they will acquire skills to help them actively cope
with problems when anxiety and stress are involved.

It is also

hypothesized that school work and social interactions will positively increase concommitantly with the increased coping skills.

CHAPTER III

Method
Subjects
The Children's Anxiety Management Program is designed for
use in the 4th through 6th grades: therefore, the subject popula- and 6th grades at
tion for this study was students in the 5t..
Western Kentucky University's Center for Child Learning and
Study.
Twenty-four male and female students in the 5th grade and
twenty-three male and female students in the 6th grade will
comprise the experimental group.

These children all attend the

Center for Child Learning and Study.
Twenty-eight male and female 5th graders and twenty-three
male and female 6th graders comprise the control group.

These

children attend a local elementary school in the Bowling Green
City School District.
All subjects participating in the study are similar in
intelJectual functioning and socioeconomic background.
The students composing the control group are similar to the
experimental group in intellectual functioning and socioeconomic
standing.

Review of the students intelligence tests (WISC-R

or Stanford-Binet) show that all the students fall into the low
average and above range.

The principal

of each group's school

indicated that both groups cover a wide range.
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That is, all
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levels were accounted for (e.g., poor to upper middle class).

All

students in the study were no older than 13 years of age and no
younger than 10 years of age.

Training Program and Assessment Instrument
CHILDREN'S ANXIETY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (C.A.M.P.).

C.A.M.P.

is a program designed for use in the 4th through 6th grades.

It

is a prevention program aimed at helping children learn to cope
more effectively with anxiety and stress in personal life and
academic settings (Pfohl, Note 1).
C.A.M.P. is divided into five interactive components:

(1)

introduction to the program, (2) physiological component, (3)
cognitive/psychological component, (4) social/behavioral component,
(5) and generalization follow-up.

Each component is broken down

into specific rationales, goals, and activities.

To reach each

goal there are rationale sections which allow orientation for the
leaders and students to the goals for that section.

The goals

are established for each component with emphasis on evaluation
of that goal.

The activities section contain suggestions to

help train the students in the acquisition of skills needed for
the specific components.

Each teacher received a copy of the

C.A.M.P. program with it's goals and activities.
The responsibilities for the implementation of C.A.M.P. belong
to the consultant and teachers.

The reader should turn to Appendix

A for further information regarding responsibilities of the consultant and teachers and for information regard 4 ng C.A.M.P.
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C.A.M.P. requires ldgbooks for the program leaders.

The

logbooks include sections for monitoring the length of completing
time for each activity, sections for problems which may occur,
a section for successes encountered, and a final section for suggestions for future improvement.

The logbooks allow monitoring

the specific components and activities of C.A.M.P. to aid in the
evaluation of the program.
A logbook is likewise required for the children participating
in the study.

The logbooks include sections for the children to

complete activities

and a section to mark as they complete specific

activities related to specific components.
the formative evaluation of the program.

The logbooks aid in

For further information

regarding leader and studelit logbooks, refer to Appendix B.
Reference Material.

Specific reference books relating to the

components of C.A.M.P. are required.

These allow greater clarifi-

cation and greater awareness of the needs regarding component
goals and activities for the leaders.

Appendix C contains references

needed for the proper implementation of C.A.M.P.
Children's School Questionnaire (Long Form).
School Questionnaire (CSQ) (See Appendix D)

The Children's

aesigned to measure

a number of variables related to school st!-ess and anxiety.
three major variables include:

The

school anxiety, defensiveness, and

self-disparagement in relation to others.
The CSQ consists of 198 items, including items from the Test
Anxiety Scale for Children, the Achievement Anxiety Scale, the
Audience Anxiety Scale, and the Defensiveness Scale for Children.
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The remainder of the items are from Phillips' (1966) Child Development in the School Project.
The school anxiety factor has stability coefficients in the
.60 to .70 range for the total score.

Validity is evidenced due

to the premise that school anxiety has a higher correlation than
general anxiety in regard to achievement tests, under-achievement
in elementary school, and teacher grades.

Also, it is predicted

that high school-anxious children have a greater tendency to pick
popular peers and reject unpopular peers than do the low schoolanxious children.

Developmental theory predicts that masculinity-

femininity is significantly related to the school anxiety of males
but not females.

Classroom coping and discipline problems are

related to school anxiety.

Procedure
This study was developed to be conducted in 15 weeks, meeting
four goals.

The first goal was to train the teachers in the skills

of C.A.M.P.

Secondly was to sensitize the teachers to the needs

children have when stress and anxiety are involved.

The third

goal was to teach the children participating in the study the
necessary skills to help them improve their coping with stress
and anxiety.

The final goal of the project was evaluation of the

program to a72complish changes in the student's anxiety.
It was necessary that permission be granted from the school
and parents when conducting a study in the school environment.

In

this study, permission was granted by the principal of the Center
for Child Learning and Study.

Parental permission was obtained

by means of a blanket release which was required of them before
their children attended the Center for Child Learning and Study.
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It was also preferred that the instructors, who would be
conducting the program, be cooperative.

Two doctoral level

instructors teaching elementary classes at the center were interested and cooperative in implementing C.A.M.P. in their 5th and
6th grade classes.
Inservices were conducted with the teachers of the program
one week prior to the initiation of spe':-ific components.

The in-

services allow greater clarification and rehearsal of the activities
for the teachers.

The inservices aid in the development of skills

by the teachers which will aid in their proper modeling for the
Inservices also aid in the validity of the program.

students.

Monitoring the programs implementation was the responsibility
of the consultant, which also aids in the validity of the program.
It was also the responsibility of the consultant to monitor progress of the children by means of logbook monitoring.

Children

falling behind in the C.A.M.P. activities were then able to be
"caught up.

This was achieved by means of the consultant coming

in and conducting the missed activities to the children.
Evaluation of Lhe program involved two types:
outcome.

process and

The evaluation allowed monitoring to determine if the

program was implemented in relation to its intended purpose and
if success was achieved in reaching the program's goals of helping
children cope with anxiety and stress.

Process evaluation insures

that the program's goals are met as it is completed.

Process

evaluation was conducted by evaluation of the logbooks, discussions
with the teacher of C.A.M.P., direct observation of the implementation of the program and interviews with the children and parents.
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Outcome evaluation allows monitoring the overall effects of the
program.

This evaluation was established through the analysis

of changes in the Children's School Questionaire data collected
before and after the program.
A 2X2X2X2 factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a
repeated measure on pre and post anxiety measures was used in
this study to examine the effects of sex, treatment, and grade
level.

Similar ANOVA's were conducted fur these variables also,

examining defensiveness and self-disparagement pre and post
scores as assessed by the Children's School Questionaire.
were performed via the BIMED computer analysis program.

Analyses

Any

result which exceeded an alpha level greater than .01 was presumed to represent a significan effect.
In studies by Phillips (1966) using upper elementary school
children, means and standard deviations for the school anxiety,
defensiveness, and self-disparagement factors were established.
The means were 20.0 for males and 22.4 for females on the school
anxiety factor.

The males produced means of 12.0 on the defen-

siveness factor, while females produced means of 12.7

The mean

for males on the self-disparagement factor was 4.9, and 4.4 for
females.

The standard deviations for the school anxiety factor

were 4.24 (Form I), 5.56 (Form II), and 8.20 (Form III).

The

defensiveness standard deviations for Form I, II, and III are
2.26, 2.14, and 3.02 respectively.

The standard deviations for

self-disparagement are 1.36 (Form I), .87 (Form II), and no
items are reported for Form III.

CHAPTER IV

Results

School Anxiety
The Children's Anxiety Management Program is primarily designed to reduce or prevent anxiety in 4th through 6th grade school
the
children; therefore, the school anxiety factor as measured by
Children's School Questionaire (CSQ) was the primary focus for
analysis in this study.

The means and standard deviations for this

study on the school anxiety variable are presented in Table 1.
es
This table is broken down into each of the sep rate variabl
.
being analyzed (e.g., grade, sex, treatment, and anxiety change)
The 5th grade control group means on the school anxiety factor,
prior to the program, were 31.46 and 40.67.

The post school

anxiety means were 33.77 and 36.07,respectively.

The means

or

the 6th grade control group fell at 38.31 and 37.50 prior to the
program's initiation, and post score means were 36.38 and 41.50,
respectively.

The treatment groups scores eliciLed means of

23.00 and 26.00 for the 5th grade.
prior to treatment.

These scores were acquired

The means received after the program for the

5th grade were 17.38 and 20.82.

The 6th .,Irade score means prior

means
to the program were 24.77 and 38.80, with post score anxiety
falling at 16.38 and 28.30.
group.

These were also for the treatment

Two scores were reported to allow the reader to gain a

compbetter understanding between the change which occurred after
letion of the program.

Analysis clearly indicates that there were

level.
no major differences for school anxiety in relation to grade
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20.82(9.81)

Grade 6

38.80(19.33)

24.77(16.72)

37.50(10.18)

38.31(7.63)

Pre

28.30(16.38)

16.38(12.16)

41.50(9.18)

36.38(9.15)

Post

Mc symbolizes male control; Fc is female control; Mt is male treatment;
Ft is female treatment
Standard deviations are presented in parenthesis

26.00(11.68)

Ft

17.38(9.24)

36.07(15.96)

40.67(16.84)

23.00(11.68)

33.77(18.97)

Post

33.46(14.36)

Grade 5

Mt

Mc

Pre

Means and Standard Deviations for the School Anxiety Variable
as Measured by the Children's School Questionaire Scale

TABLE 1
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ent,
Table 2 contains the groups means in relation to treatm
sex, anxiety, with grades collapsed together.

This table also

between the male
indicates that there were no extreme differences
control).
and female scores in either group (treatment and

It

slightly lower
does appear that the treatment group elicited means
ions between sex
than the control group; however, the differentiat
wasn't significantly different.

The pre anxiety score means for

post anxiety
the control group are 34.89 and 39.09, while the
score means were 35.08 and 38.79, respectively.

The pre anxiety

and 32.40 with
score means for the treatment group were 23.89
post score means of 16.88 and 24.56.
les according
Table 3 presents a final breakdown of the variab
to treatment condition.

This table shows that there were diff-

ol).
erences from one group (treatment) to another (contr

This

referring to Figure
final breakdown can be furthur understood by
mental and control
1 which shows the relationship between the experi
scores elicited
groups according to their means aerived from CSQ
bef..Dre and after the program.
y factor
A formal analysis of variance for the school anxiet
was conducted.

A 2X2X2X2 factorial analysis of variance with a

es was used in this
repeated measure on pre and post anxiety measur
study.

The analysis of variance source table can be

Table 4.

in

difference
Analysis revealed that there was a significant

between treatment conditions (F(1,90)= 14.41;p c".01).
a harmonic
The Newman-Keuls method of post-hoc analysis using
significant effects
mean for unequal cell n's was performed for the
contributed
to determine which differences between group means
s.
most substantially to the signifieant result

The results of
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TABLE 2

Pre and Post Score Means for
Experimental Groups by Sex

Pre

Post

Mc

34.89

35.08

Fc

39.09

38.79

Mt

23.89

16.88

Ft

32.40

24.56

TABLE 3

Pre and Post Anxiety Means by
Treatment Condition

Pre

Post

36.99

36.94

28.15

20.72

* C stands for control; T is treatment
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TABLE 4

Analysis of Variance for School Anxiety

SS

Df

F

MS

Tail Prob.

181274.32

1

181274.32

537.82

0.00

Sex

1745.37

1

1745.37

5.18

0.03

Treat.

7545.83

1

7545.83

22.29

n 00

Grade

807.55

1

807.55

2.40

0.13

SXT

206.34

1

206.34

0.61

0.44

SXG

114.03

1

114.03

0.34

0.56

TXG

65.32

1

65.32

0.19

0 66

SXTXG

536.09

1

536.09

1.59

0.21

Error

30334.66

90

337.05

671.79

1

671.79

14.83

AXS

5.34

1

5.34

0.12

1 73

AXT

652.57

1

652.57

14.41

0.00

AXG

10.39

1

10.39

0.23

0.63

AXSXT

0.37

1

0.37

0.01

0.93

AXSXG

79.45

1

79.45

1.75

0.19

AXTXG

116.62

1

116.62

2.58

0.11

AXSXTXG

177.77

1

177.77

3.93

0.05

4075.79

90

45.29

Mean

A

Error

* A equals school anxiety pre/post scores

0
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Mean School Anxiety Scores

4,I
40
(control )
35

30

25

20

(experimental )

15

C.

Pre
Scores

Figure 1.

Post
CSQ Scores

Interaction between treatment croups and
pre/post school anxiety scores
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the analysis for each dependent variable, as well as the subsequent analysis of the significant results, are presented as
follows:

1) no significant difference between pre and post

scores on the Children's School Questionaire for the control
group, 2) experimental group did show a significant difference
between their pre and post CSQ scores, and 3) a significant
difference between the p

scores for both treatment groups.

Self-Disparagement and Defensiveness
An inforLtal analysis of the self-disparagement and defensiveness factors suggests that there were no observable differences
from the beginning of the treatment to the completion of treatment.

Readers should refer to appendix E for furthur information

regarding these two factors.

CHAPTER V

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects
anxiety,
the Children's Anxiety Management Program had upon school
defensiveness, and self-disparagement in 5th and 6th grade school
children.

As was hypothesized before the program's initiation,

there was a significant effect for treatment.

The experimental

progroup elicited s-gnificant change from the beginning of the
gram to the completion of tbe program.

The experimental group

on to
showed a significant lowering of school anxiety in relati
their control group.

The group trained with C.A.M.P. was signifi-

did not undergo
cantly lower in school anxiety than the group which
the program prior to the program's initiation.

Although the

anxiety, the
experimental group was initially lower in school
es the
significant effect of C.A.M.P. upon this group enhanc
results.

average
It appears that since C.A.M.P. worked well on an

normative group,
school anxious group relative to Phillips (1966)
s children.
then it should also work well with high school anxiou
significant
A major question revolves around the cause of the
treatment effect.

The cause appears to be due to either person-

ctor variables,
°logical variables of the children themselves, instru
or the program itself.

Due to the data available from this study,

the question of cause cannot be adequately answered.
investigation in this area is warranted.
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Further
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A number of major factors need to be mentioned in regard to
the implementation of the program.

During the course of the pro-

gram, it was necessary for the consultant to administer C.A.M.P.
lessons.

This was necessary due to the committments of the teachers

to other areas.

In one instance it was necessary for the consul-

tant to implement the entire relaxation component to the 6th grade;
whereas, the regular 5th grade teacher implemented the relaxation
component to the 5th grade.

It is assumed that implementation by

the consultant effect the results of the study '3ut further investigation is needed to be certain.
It was also necessary for the consulictnt to help children who
had been absent to catch up with the other children.
sessions took place at the end of each week.

Make-up

Alough the absent

children were learning the skills at a different sequence than
children who weren't absent, it can be assumed that the children
adequately acquired the skills.

Children's Anxiety Management Pro-

gram is designed to allow flexibility in administering the activities.

The assumption is also supported by the fact that process

evaluation was used, thus assuring a more valid acquisiton of
skills.

Process evaluation insures that the program's goals were

met as they were completed.

This includes:

W

monitoring the

student and teacher logbooks, (2) direct observation, and (3)
occasional review of component skills.

This type of evaluation

was used routinely during the program.

Process evaluation pro-

cedures strongly support the assumption that there were no
difficulties in acquiring the skills of C.A.M.P.
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The defensiveness and self-disparagement factors do not appear
to be affected due to the progra7n, possibly due to many factors.
These factors include such things as a time element, original
inappropriate measure of defensiveness

purpose of C.A.M.P., and

The lack of significance for these two

and self-disparagement.

factors may be due to the fact that fifteen weeks is not time
enough to gain proper skills to lower defensiveness and selfdisparagement.

When compared to Phillips' (1966) study, the

children in this study scored slightly higher on defensiveness
and average for self-disparagement.

The lack of significance may

also be due to the fact that C.A.M.P. was designed to help children
cope or to prevent anxiety and stress in children, not defensiveness
and self-disparagement.

Although defensiveness and self-disparage-

ment may be considered closely related to anxiety and stress,
C.A.M.P. was not designed to deal specifically with these factors.

Conclusions
Anxiety is a factor which C.A.M.P. attempts to reduce or
prevent.

C.A.M.P. was implemented with a group of 5th and 6th

grade school children in Bowling Green, Kentucky.

The program

lasted fifteen weeks in an attempt to determine whether school
anxiety could be reduced.

Analysis of the data appear to support

the conclusion that C.A.M.P. does reduce anxiety in 5th and 6th
grade children.

Further investigation is needed to assess whether

or not the program is indeed the cause of that reduction.
Defensiveness and self-disparagement, although not apparently
effected by C.A.M.P. in a fifteen week administration, also
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warrant further research.
such as

Research is also warranted in areas

(1) establishing whether C.A.M.P. skills are maintained

over time, (2) other factors that are effected by C.A.M.P., (3)
evaluation of the need for make up sessions if C.A.M.P. is used
longer than 15 weeks, (4) examination of personological variables
of the students and teachers, (5) determining how the program
would work if maintained over a year's time instead of 15 weeks,
(6) analysis of variabi,2s unique to the participating schools of
this study, (7) to development of a measure to better assess
C.A.M.P.'s effectiveness, (8) administer C.A.M.P. in the same
school setting and (9) work on a better assessment instinct for
children's anxiety.
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APPENDIX A

CHILDREN'S ANXIETY MANAGEMENT PROCRAM
(C.A.M.P.)

Instructors Manual
1980
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CHILDRENS ANXIETY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
(C.A.M.P.)

The Childrens Anxiety Management Program is a prevention program aimed at helping children learn to cope more effectively with
anxiety and stress in personal life and academic settings. (Pfohl,
Note 1)

This program is intended to be implimented in oracles four

through six, by tile classroom teacher or other trained professional
(i.e. school psychologist, nurse, social worker, etc.).
C.A.M.P. is divided into five interactive components.

Each

componeni-_ has sections outlining rationale, goals, activities, and
high points and summary.

The rationale section gives an orient-

ation for the leader and students to the goals for that section.
evalThe goals are established for each component with emphasis on
uation of that goal.

The activities section contain suggestions

to help train the students in the acquisition of skills needed for
that component.
It is recommended that each lesson be taught for approximately
n of the
15-20 minutes, three, or four times a week for the duratio
semester (approximately 12 weeks).

This will take into consideration

the limited time schedule involved in the planned class time.
•
Although there is no fixed time schedule in which to teach each
to
lesson, it is recommended,that the schedule be flexible enough
acquired.
allow more time if needed to insure that the skills are being
should
An ideal period of time is suggested in which each section
be completed.
The C.A.M.P. program covers five areas:
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Introduction of the program, discussion of stress

1.

it;
and anxiety, and a discussion of how students are effected by
training techniques to help students cope with the

2.

physiological components of anxiety and stress;
training techniques to help students deal with the

3.

cognitive aspects of anxiety and stress;
techniques to train students to allow them to cope

4.

better with social and inLerpersonal effects of stress and anxiety;
clarification and follow up.

5.

The responsibilities for the implimentation of the C.A.M.P.
program belong

to the Trainer/Consultant and the Leader/Teacher.

Tae responsibilities of each are outlined below:
Trainer/Consultant
The trainer will be directly responsible for coll-

1.

of
ecting all the standardized data needed for proper evaluation
This includes such information as IQ tests, test

the program.

scores for achievement, report cards, conduct reports, medical
records, etc.

These will be collected prior to and after the

completion of the program.
2.

The consultant is in charge of training the leaders

approximetly two weeks prior to the beginning of the programs
components.

This should last about one to three hours, and will

be set at the convince of both the consultant and leader.

During

this time each component will he reviewed and rehearsed so that
satisfactory implimentation may be acquired.
3.

Evaluation of the program will be the primary concern

of the consultant, although the evaluation will be a direct result
of the leader's feedback.

The consultant will collect all the
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standardized data
stated previously
before and immediat
ely after
the actual program.
This data will be
used for the outcom
e evaluation. (Pfohl, Note
1)
Outcome evaluation
focuses on methods
that assess the achi
evement of goals of th
e program. The C.A.
M.P. goals include
such things
as increase in copi
ng skills and anxi
ety reduction. (Pfo
hl, Note 1)
The assessment meth
od used to measure
outcome evaluation
will
be the Goal Atta ane
nt Scale (GAS). The
goals that will be us
ed in
this paradigm will
be coping skills an
d anxiety. Another
method
that will be used
is a subjective- ev
aluation by the cons
ultant and
the leader. This ev
aluation will result
from analysis of th
e scores
from the material
collected prior to
the programs onset
(e.g. report
card scores, stan
dardized test scores
, attendance records,
etc ).
Process evaluation
involves assessing
whether the program
was
implimented as plan
ned. (Posavac & Care
y, 1980) This info
rmation will
be kept in each of
the students and lead
ers notebooks. They
will be
collected at the en
d of each section to
help monitor and mo
dify if
necessary any pa
rt of the study.(Pfohl,
Note 1) The final re
sult
of process evaluati
on should determine:
1) Was the program
implimented
as intended
2) Did the students
ubtain the desired sk
ills and their
effects in coping
with stress and anxi
ety. (Stufflebeam, Fo
ley,
Gephart, Guba, Hamm
ond, Merinan, and Pr
ovis, 1971)
The leader and cons
ultant will monitor
each goal with its
evaluative component an
d the activities pr
escribed for that sp
ecified
goal. (Pfohl, Note
1)
4.

The consultant will
also be in charge of
issuing to
the leader the nece
ssary materials for
each component. Th
e consultant
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will also issue notebooks which are required.

The materials that are

needed per component will be issued during the two week advanced
in-service, which is used for training the leaders in the component.
The consultant will be available for any questions or

5.

problems that may arise.

Leader/Teacher
The leader must be prepared to train with the censultant

1.

two weeks prior to each component.

This "in-service" should last

one to three hours for one day, dependent upon what time is needed.
During this time, each component will be reviewed and reheersed for
proper implimentation and skills acquisiton.
A notebook will he used to monitor information regard-

2.

ing each program and activities success.

Other useful information

such as anecdotal behavior notes should also ne kept.

The teacher

will be responsible for proper monitoring of behevic

- tes in .

his/her notebook.
The leader, with the consultant, cill monitor each goal

3.

with its evaluative component and the activities prescribed for that
specified goal.
The leader will be in charge of teaching the students

4.

the C.A.M.P. program.

It will be the responsibility of the leader

to express the activities of the program to the students in accordance with the in-service that was reviewed prior to the teaching of
the component.
5.

The leader should also make themselves available to

the students if they have any questions or problems concerning the

4
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attAinment of any of the skills or activities involved in the program.
6.

Leaders will be pro-tided with a full copy of the

C.A.M.P. program.

Students
1.

The students will be required to write down the specific

things in their notebooks which are instructed to them by the leader.
2.

If possible the students should be sincere and dedicated

to the ideas and activities which they will be instructed to do.
**********************************************************************
There will be instructions - prior to each component stating the ideal
amount of time needed to finish each component or group of activities.
There will also be a brief overview of the component.

:.;
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Section 1
Introduction of Program by the Teacher to the Class

The requirements for the leader concerning this section are
Read the "Preparation for Leader" section and be very

1.

familiar with it.
Read the "Rationale" section prior to reading it to the

2.
class.

This section should then be read to the class.
Illustrate and demonstrate the activities explained in

3.
this section.

This section should take about two weeks for the students

4.

to understand what anxiety and stress are and the idea behind the
C.A.M.P. idea.
5.

Activities may be grouped together, to be taught in one

lesson if needed (i.e. activities A and B may be taught in the same

6.

Twenty minutes per day should be adequate time to cover

each activity per day.
7.

The consultant should be consulted if any questions arise.
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Section I - Introduction of ProPram by the Teacher to the Class
A.

Objectives
After reading this section the leader will know:
1.

Who the intended population for the program is;

2.

What the five components to the program are;

1.

What activities are needed to introduce the program;

4.

What the time frame for the program is;

5.

Who are considered leaders for the program and who can
be used as consultants.

B.

Freparation for Leader
The C.A.M.P. program is designed for use in the elementary

school by students in the 4th through 6th grades.
this group for several reasons:

It is aimed at

1) children in these gradec usual/y

can understand the concepts involved in the principles and have the
ability to do the activities described; 2) children at these grade
levels are involved in a rapid chance in curriculum where the

Pm-

phasis is on work production with class tests for evaluation.

This

is a known source of anxiety generation in children; 3) children are
usually involved in other situations where they need to learn to
control their reactions to stresses around them; 4) most children at
this age are not yet manifesting large amounts of maladaptive anxiety and thus can be taught skills which might help prevent or lessen
the effects of stross on them; 5) children with problems ean bn
identified earlier so appropriate referral and intervention can be
initiated before they become dysfunctional.
The C.A.M.P. program is intended to be led by either a school
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psychologist, a trained teacher, or other educational staff
(guidance counselor, social worker, nurse, etc.), in consultation
with a psychologist who is familiar with the program's components.
If possible, the intended leader(s) should be trained in the Program
exactly as it would be done in the classroom.

It is expected that

the potential leader 1) is familiar with normal child development
for this age group; 2) willingly participates; end 3) recognizes the
need for this type of program in the snoo.L.
An in-service program for teachers also helps the trainer/consultant 1) assess the teachers' understanding of the implementation
of the program; 2) model appropriate solutions to anticipated problems; and 3) use the trainer's time to the maximum by working within
a group setting.

A further advantage would be to modify the program

for that particular school setting.

Therefore, the teachers who are

involved can have the experience of going through the program, and
have a relationship established with the trainer/consultant to
facilitate future contacts.
C.A.M.P. is composed of five components:

1) introduction and

explanation for students; 2) techniques for teaching muscle relaxation to students; 3) techniques for teaching imagery, cognitive
self-talk, and decision making; h) technioues .or teaching in vivo
practice through modeling; 5) techniques for generalization and
follow-up.

While the Program is taught in five sections, it io in-

tended to be integrative in nature and Practiced to a skill level so
a child can use these skills to cope with anxiety and stress.

It is

not the intention to eliminate anxiety and stress from a child's
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life but to give him/her a constructive skill to cope
with them
effectively.
It has been shown that children who are constantly
confronting
stressful situations show tenseness, behavior proble
ms, poor selfcontrol, poor self-concept, poor problem-solving
abilities, and an
inability to put thoughts into action (Phillips, 1978;
Sarason
et al., 1960).

Therefore, the integrative goals of the program are

to have children:

1) learn to control physical tenseness; 2) become

better problem-solvers; 3) learn the ability to relax
to a skill
level; 4) improve self-control and self-image;
5; be able to use
these skills in social situations adaptively.

Other programs for

children have not included these five goals or used all
the various
techniques involved in each component to help childr
en cope with
stress and anxiety.
The emphasis is on the child learning more self-control; however, Phillips (1978) has suggested external methods
to control
anxiety in children which include:

positive reinforcement (operant

conditioning), improved teacher education, special class placem
ent,
crisis intervention training, changing the curriculum, progra
mmed
learning, and psychotherapy.

These programs have usually only pro-

duced effects while thy are being carried out (Pichards
1979).

The leader and consultant may choose to use the above in

conjunction with this program but the true emphasis is to have
the
child in control.
This program is not to be limited to the training sessions.
The child must be given adequate opportunity to practi
ce throughout
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the 4th through 6th grades.

The lessons should be reviewed at the

beginning of each school year to insure skill level functioning.
This will help build up those skills which may not have been used
and promote generalization of skills, which has traditionally been
a msjor problem with children's programs (Marholin, 1978).
C.

Rationale (for leader and children)
To be read:
We are all affected by stress and anxiety in our lives.

is when we feel "up-tight"
"feel lazy".

This

or "tense", or "lust kinda grumpy", or

It can happen because we are having a hard time with

school; we are trying to please mom or dad or teacher; we are afraid
of darkness, snakes, closets, animals; we get into a lot of trouble*
we are apprehensive when someone gets sick or dies; we are going to
the doctor or dentist or into the hospital; or we are taking, tests.
We all have many wptys to deal with these situations when they happen.
We can run and hide, can throw temper tantrums, can withdraw, can
get angry, etc.

However, sometimes this doesn't work or help us

very well and we still feel uptight or unhappy.
So stress and anxiety effects us in many areas of our lives
each day.

I would like to help you learn how to recognize stress and

anxiety and what you :::an do about it.
First of all, anxiety can make us tense; by' this I mean butterflies in the stomach, tired muscles, heart beatini
,faster, grinlinr
teeth, and being restless.

This is a biolol_or bhvsirs1 wAy

your body tells you that you are anxious.

When this happens it sets

off in your head a message that something is halkening.

It could be
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"I'm scared or afraid; I feel upset; I'm not very happy".

You might

not even know what is upsetting you but you "know" something is
different.

When people get tense and upset and start to tell them-

selves they are bad they start to act differently.

They act up, or

withdraw; they have a hard time doing well in school; they day-dream
a lot; or they can have a hard time making friends.

So it not only

makes us feel different but effects how we deal with others and how
they deal with us.

It is important for us to learn how each of us

is effected by anxiety.

Is it in our body, mind, or socially?

Which is most important to us?
So if we can learn to relax and to tell ourselves how to deal
with anxiety, we can behave better with our teachers, parents and
friends.

When.we are relaxed we can't be tense or up-tight.

ation is the opposite of being anxious.
same time.

Relax-

You can not be both at the

So we are going to first learn how to relax our muscles.

next we are going to learn how to find out what anxiety is in our
heads and what steps you can take to change things, and finally we
are going to practice our new behaviors or skills here in the class,
so that when you feel uptight you will know what to do, no matter
where you are.
This program - C.A.M.P. - will be done two to three times per
week for the next 30 weeks.

You will be expected to practice the

fun activities whenever you get the chance.

If you do this

you'll

probably do better on tests, make better oral reports, and feel
more comfortable when you begin to feel up-tight because you'll know
vhat to do.
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D.

Goals and Activities
Major Goal:
Goal 1.1:

To have students understand the C.A.M.P. program.

To have the teacher introduce the C.A.M.P. program

to the class so that each child can repeat the five components of
the program and the four major goals.
Activities
a.

explain the rationale for such a program in school
including the following points:

1) anx.ety an

..;tress

effects us all; 2) one can learn to cope more effectively
with stress and anxiety after learning how to; 3) they
will be expected to practice what they will learn.
b.

lead a discussion of what experiences members of the class
have had with anxiety and stress.

The purpose is to show

that everyone experiences anxiety and stress and tc facilitate talking about it.
class and each child.
c.

Make a. list of experiences for the
(Keep for further reference)

lead a discussion of what methods the students presently
use to "cope" with stress and anxiety.

a composite

list.
d.

ask each child how stress and anxiety effects his/her
ability to do school work, make friends, get Aong with
teachers, parents, siblinPn, efx.

e.

discuss how they feel when anxious.

The purpose is to

see how the anxiety is manifested in individual children.
f.

discuss how to recognize anxiety and label it appropriately.

Talk about fears of dark, animals; physiological
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manifestations - butterflies, shaking, dry mouth, sweating,
increased heart rate; being scared to get into new situations, having few friends, not beinm able to talk easily
with others, problems with moving, sickness, death, separation.

Children should be encouraged to share one or more

areas of concern.
g.

discuss with students the concept of relaxation and what
helps them to relax now.

Talk about what activities they

find relaxing - watching T.V., playing, eating, running,
reading, etc.
E.

High Points
-

Read whole program throurh.

-

Plan a regular time block for this program by writing it
into the lesson plans.

-

Schedule it for at least three (3) times per week.

-

Contact the trainer/consultant if there are any questionn.
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Section 11
Physiological Component of C.A.M.F.

The requirements for the leader concerning this section include:
1.

Becoming familiar with the "Preparation for

eader" and

"Rationale" section.
will be read to the class.

2.

The "Pationale"section

3.

Attend an in—service with the consultant two weeks

prior to the beginning of the component.

4.

During the in—service it will be decided how the session

will be conducted (le. sitting in chairs, lying on the floor).

5.

The consultant will be in charge of medical clearance,

and along with the leader will evaluate the social, and Fbademic
level of the students.

6.
previous.

Train two muscle groups per session, building on the

These muscle groups will be discussed during the in—service,

along with the formulation of which muscle groups will be taught and
when.

7.

The time frame for this component should be flexible

but should incorporate approximetly 3-4 weeks.

8.

The leader should check the children at times during

the exercises to see if the skills are accuratly being utilized.

9. The consultant should be used if any questions arise.
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Section II - Physiological Comnow-nt of C.A.4.P.
Objectives

A.

After reading this section, the leader will know:
1.

What the leader needs to do to prepare for lessons;

2.

What the goals are for teaching muscle relaxation to
children;

3.

What the rationale is for muscle relaxation;

4.

What activities are to be used to train children in
muscle relaxation;

5.

What the leader needs to do during each session;

6.

What resource references are available;

7.

What special area teachers can do to insure carry over
throughout the children's school day or to help -supplement
the classroom lessons;

8.

What to do if there are individualized problems.

Preparation for Leader
The leader should read thoroughly through thLs comp1'- t
before beginning sessions.

ction

This person, if possible, will have al-

ready been through a relaxation training experience.

The classroom

should be organized so the leader can have free movement throughout
the room.

There should be a decision made whether to havr‘ the

Sr!2-

take place in (!hairs and desks or )yinv on the floor on rugs

sions

or mats.
Each child in the class should be evaluated as to what problems
he/she has 1) academically, 2) socially/behaviorally, and 3) medically.

Children who have specific medical conditions, either a
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physical handicap or taking medications, should get medical
clearance.

A time frame is suggested as a guideline but flexibility
However, the leader needs to plan speeific times for

is necessary.

the program, so that it does not get passed over inadvertently.

The

leader should become familiar with various relaxation manuals available for more detailed assistance ((autela & (lroden, 1978;
Bernstein & Borkovec, 1973).
The relaxation training itself needs to be broken into various
groupings.
relax.

There are eight muscle groups the children will learn to

The leader will do two groups at each training session, add-

ing on to the previously learned groups.
leader will combine all eight groups.

At the fifth session, the

When initially learning

muscle relaxation, the children are taught to first physically tense
the muscle and then to let go - to relax the muscle.

This sequence

needs to be first demonstrated by the leader; then have the children
try it by tensing the specified muscle group, feeling with their
hands the tension, and then closing their eyes and feeling the tension without touching.

When all children can do this, the!

roceed

to do both new muscle groups together, again adding any 7ly
learned groups.

After the children have learned all eight 7rouns

and practiced it for three to five sessions, they can move on to the
next phase.
The next phase is just relaxing the muscles without first
tensing them.

The children just mentally review the muscle groups

looking for any tension (they will know the difference between
tension and relaxation) and after they have identified any tension,
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they just learn to relax the mwicles involved.

This phase should

last two weeks, and can be used as a beginning part of the cognitive
activities in this program.

After this, the final phase is training

the children to recognize tension in just one or two muscle groups
and relaxing just these specific muscles.
tial relaxation.

This is called differen-

Children need to be encouraged to use this method

whenever they notice any tension.

They will continue to practice

complete relaxation once per day along with the "differential"
relaxation.
During the initial tensing and releasing training sequence,
there is need for a particular "relaxation patter".

This patter LI

essential for the program and the leader needs to feel comfortable
with it.

The leader needs to present the patter in a low, ealm,

monotone voice.

It should neither be a whisper, nor overly dramatic.

Practicing with a tape recorder or another individual first is
usually quite helpful.
The patter has two parts - ten'

.g and relaxation.

The TFIME

natter should be delivered with a tense intonation for 5-10 seconds saying "TENSE... TENSE... FEEL THE TENSION IN THE
body part - arms, legs, etc.)"
the RELAXATION patter.

Saying:

(name the

Abruptly break this patter and begin
"RELAX... RELAX... NOTICE the dif-

ference between the feelings of tension and now the beginnings of the
feelings of relaxation...

Just let the muncles completely relax...

Just imagine a switch on your
tension becomes less and less...

and now SWITCH IT OFF... as the
Just continue to have your musc7en

continue relaxing... as they become more relaxed they will bePin to
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feel warmer and heavier...

Just RELAX MORE AND MORE...

RELAX MORE

AND MORE..."
Any or all the above phrases may be used for any muscle group.
It should last for 20-25 seconds and be unhurried in nature.

When

the session is done allow the children to lust enjoy the feelings of
relaxation.

Under each training goal there will be instruction on

how to tense each muscle group.
For further information the leader might read:
Benson, H.

The relaxation response.

New York:

Avon, 1975.

Bernstein, D., & Borkovec, T. Progressive relaxation training,.
Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1973.
Cautela, J., & Groden, J. Relaxation - a comnrehensive
manual for adults, children, and children with special
needs. Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1978.
Koeppen, A. Relaxation training for children. Elementary
School & Guidance & Counseling, 1974, 9, 14-21.
C.

Rationale (for leader and children)
We will be learning a new skill over the next several weeks.

It is called muscle relaxation.

It is like any skill - riding a

bike, swimming, roller skating - the better we learn it and practice
it the better we become at doing it.

We are going to learn to

tighten and relax our muscles so we can learn what it feels like
when we are tense.

Then when we are tense, we are going tn lr!arn hryd

to relax our mu:;oles, and how different it feels t,o be rclaxed than
to feel tense.
you

We will learn to do this so whenever you feel tense

an relax yourself.

tense.

We have already talked about what makes you

It will become easy to use your new skill before you become
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tense.

(Give examples of tension-creating situations from class

list).

You will need to practice your new skill until You can do

it very well.

By practice I mean doing it here in class twice a

day and also at home once a day.

At first it might take 10 to 15

minutes but when you become good at it, it will only take 3-5
minutes.

It will take two or three weeks for this to happen.

is not a contest to see how fast you can do it.
ask questions if you have any problems.

It

It is important to

If you are sick or miss a

lesson, please come to me and we will work on what you have missed.
I hope when we are all done with our lessons you will know
when you are tense and how to relax wherever you are.

It is some-

thing you can do all by yourself when we are finished learning how.
D.

Goals and Activities
Major Goal:
Goal 2.1:

To train children in muscle relaxation procedures.

To teach children to identify levels of anxiety by

using a Subjective Units of Discomfort Scale (SUDS) so that they can
identify anxiety on a scale from 0 to 100 when

13

,

by the leader.

Activities
a.

explain to the class that they can place their anxills
feelings on a scale of 0 to 100 (draw a continuum on the
board) with 0 being totally relaxed, 50 is average, and
100 is the most tense they can ever rem(!mher beinr.

b.

ask each chili to identify the :7urs level for various
activities they engage in (i.e. taking a test, playing
with a friend, going to the doctor, report card time,
waiting for a special occasion, being in a dark place,
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etc.).

'2.e aware of the differences between children fer

the same experiences.
c.

have the children monitor their SUDS level for various
activities during the day for one day.

Have them write

their levels in their notebook, along with what they were
doing at the time.
d.

have the children monitor their SUDS level before and
again after completing their relaa'ion exercises.
these also in their notebook.

Keep

This can be used to monitor

progress.
Goal 2.2:

To have children learn to discriminate the diff r-

ence between muscle tension and muscle relaxation, so they can
demonstrate it to the leader when asked everytime.
Activities
a.

have the children clench their fist, having them note
the feelings of tension in the forearm.
the other arm.

Now do it for

If needed, have the-, nlace their free

hand on the muscle being tensed
try it without touching it.

r verification.

Now

Demonstrate this step if

needed.
b.

tense the stomach muscles as if they were going to be
punched and then release.

Follow same procedures as in

"a".
c.

tense the leg muscles and release.

This is .one while

sitting on their chairs by lifting their leg straight 'slit
from the knee and pointing the toe back towards the head.
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Follow same procedure: as in "a".
d.

have the children practice letting their arms droop
like a "rag doll"; emphasize being "floppy"; demonstrate
by picking up an arm and having it drop like there was
a weight on it.

Goal 2.3:

To have the children learn to tense and release

various gross muscle groups for the purpose of relaxation
training
so they can lower their SUDS level by at least 20 SUDS points from
where they started until ending the session.
Activities
a.

have the children tense the muscles in their dominant
forearm and bicer, area by clenching their fist (can squeeze
a hard object or ball if necessary), while bending the arm
up at the elbow towards the shoulder.

First demonstrate

it, then have each child do it; finally tense it while
having them close their eyes.

Co into the TENSING patter

as described in the Preparation for Leader section.
Caution:

It is not necessary to strain or force tensing

the muscle, remind the children it is lust hard enough to
get the feeling of tension.

Now start the RELAXATION

patter.
b.

tense and relax the non-dominant arm and bleep (same as
"a").

Stop this session and have children practice until

the next session.
c.

tense dominant leg:

These are the first two muscle )7roupn.
while sitting, extend the lower ler

at the knee so the whole leg is straight out in frent; at
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the same time, have the children point their toes back
towards the body.

Demonstrate if necessary.

When ready,

use TENSING patter, then RELAXATION patter.
d.

tense and relax the non-dominant leg (same as "c").
session when completed.

Stop

These are the second muscle

groups.
e.

tense the stomach muscles by imagining a large animal is
going to step on it or imagining someone is going to punch
them in the stomach.

f.

Start TENSING and RELAXATION patter.

tense the chest and upper back by having the children take
a deep breath while pulling their shoulders back towards
the backbone trying to make their shoulder blades touch.
Then let the breath out slowly and evenly (do not blow).
Start RELAXATION patter.
Note:

The leader can now add several new phrases to the

relaxation patter by saying "... focus on your breathing
as it becomes more EVEN, EASY and RELAXING... on each exhale just let the tension go from all the muscles... your
breathing continues to let you relax more and more...
Include this emphasis on breathing in all the following
sessions.

Stop session when completed.

These are the

next two muscle grouns.
7.

tense the neck and shoulders by having the children lift
up their shoulders toward their ears, while imagining someone pushing their head down into their body.
TENSING and RELAXATION patter.

Start

Also redirect the focus to
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their breathing as in "f".
h.

tense the face, jaw, forehead and eyes by having the
children squeeze their eyes shut, pucker their lips,
clench their jaw, "scrub" up the nose, as if an insect
landed on it, and raise the eyebrows toward hairline.
(This can be modeled or broken down into its parts).
Start TENSING, RELAXATION and BREATHING patter.
Stop session; have the children practice all previously
learned muscle groups for one week.

Be aware of any child

who has had difficulties with any muscle group and offer
additional help until the child is able to relax.
If this is not possible, consult the trainer.
Goal

To have children learn to relax the various muscle

groups by focusing on tension in their muscles and releasing them
so that they can obtain the same

sure

levels as they did using the

tensing and releasing activities.
Activities
a.

have the children close their eyes and review the eight
muscle groups, noticing any feelings of tension.

Now ask

them to switch off the tension in any tense muscle group
without first tensing the muscle.

Begin RELAXATION anl

BREATHING patter and continue for 30 seconds.

Then let

children continue relaxing for 1-2 more minutes.
b.

have each child pick a relaxing scene (i.e. eating something, playing calmly, watching T.V., listening to a
story).

Ask them to picture this and just to continue to
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relax.
c.

Silence from leader for 1-2 minutes.

have the children repeat to themselves "I am relaxed and
calm and I feel good".

Or "I'm a rag doll and I am re-

laxed."
d.

have the children practice this twice per day in school
and once at home for approximately 5-10 minutes.

Discuss

with the class the best time to do this, and have them
set a time and place.
',cal 2.5:

To have the children learn "differential" relaxation

so that they can relax an; muscle group on command.
Activities
a.

have children focus in on one muscle group and have them
start the RELAXATION patter saying it to themselves.
Continue through each group, allowing lbout 1 minute for
each group.

b.

have the children selfedirect themselves through a rela::ation session.

c.

Have them continue to

nr SIMS levels.

have the children record how often th

.nis method of

relaxation each day.
d.

lead a class discussion on the benefits the children have
found in learning how to relax.

Encourage, with verbal

prqine, thwl., who (-onf.inur. t.o work on r'.1ixinr
and who are using it on a regular basis.
This "differential" relaxation should continue throughout the
rest of the school year.

However, the children need to continue

their "releasing" muscle relaxation (Goal 2.4) twice per day.

Try
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to allow one of those times to happen in school.

Some children will

need more time to learn these activities; time should be allowed
accordingly.

It would be useful to start any test, project or ac-

tivity by a mini-relaxation session.
-this on their own.

Encourage the children to do

Sometimes a child will need to relax but is un-

aware or afraid to practice.

Develop a code word that can be used

for any member of the class so that they can go and relax for 3-5
minutes.

It may make a better day for all.

This should always be

presented positively.
Tasks for Leader During Sessions
1)

Walk around during sessions making sure that the children
are in fact tensing the appropriate muscle group correctly.
Help as needed.

2)

During relaxation and breathing phases, lift various limbs
to see if they are relaxed.

The limb should offer no re-

sistance, falling back to its original positien with no
tension to stop it.

Warn children before you touch them,

as you may scare them and create more tension.
3)

Give verbal praise frequently for appropriate participation, for following directions, and especially for any
attempt to relax.

4) Look for signs of tension - restlessness, excess movement,
sratching - review step

with that child.

5) Look for signs of relaxation - non-clenched hands and jaw,
body having a rag doll appearance, if sitting, heavy arms,
and head falling towards the front or side.

The children
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should look like they would flop on the floor if the
chair was removed.
E.

High Points
-

Monitor SUDS at the beginning and end of each session.

-

Train two muscle groups per session, building on the
previous ones learned.

-

Review leader's activities before each session.

-

Children are learning three techniques:

"tensing and

releasing", "releasing", and "differential" relaxation.
F.

Seek help if problems occur.

Summary:

The purpose of this component has been to train

children in a muscle relaxation technique to control physiological
arousal.

The child is also taught to identify his/her individual

levels of discomfort (SUDS) and to use the techniques differentially.
It is emphasized that the leader is not doing therapy within
the class but is teaching specific techniques which have demonstrated their usefulness in bringing about the "Relaxation Responne"
(Benson, 1975) in children.
Children have learned how to use muscle relaxation in a
variety of situations.

As they practice their relaxation activi-

ties, the exercises will become skills that can be used to help the
children deal with the phyFiological tension that accompanies
anxiety and stress provoking situations.

These skills are utilized

and reinforced throughout the C.A.M.P. program.
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Section 111
Cognitive/Psychological Component of C.A.M.P.

The responsibilities fcr the Leader are as follows!
1.

Become familiar with the entire section, espec
ially the

"Preparation for Leader" and "i-ationele" section.
2.

Attend an in-service with the consultant 2 weeks
prior

to the component.

3. The time frame for this component should be approximat
ely
3-4 weeks at 20 minutes per day. More time can be used if necessary.
4. Conduct a mini-relaxation session prior to each
cognitive section.
5.

nonsult the trainer if any proble-is arise.
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Section III - Cognitive/Psychological Component of C.A.M.P.
A.

Objectives
After reading this section, the leader will know:
1.

What the purpose of the Problem-olving model and its
five components are:

2.

What behaviorial deficits make children anxious;

3.

What imagery is and how it is useful fJr helpinr children
cope with anxiety and stress-related problems;

L.

What activitie

5.

How to integrate the skills in this section with relaxation

are needed to teach these new skills;

training;

6.

Why it is necessary to have a cognitive component to the
r.A.M.P. program.

B.

Preparation for Leader
This section is designed to help children learn cognitive

skills which will facilitate coping effectively with stress and
anxiety.

Ellis Fg Harper (1975) state "We fe]

these thoughts in turn influence behavior."

-,ay we think:

This illustrates why

it is important to develop adaptive cognitive skills in helping
children cope with stress and anxiety.
Sarason et al. (1960) found that children who suffer fr-71 -ixiety and stress in school have problems with tasks that are urvier
the cognitive thoughts areas.

These areas include:

poor problem-

solving skills, poor self-concept, fear of "allure, and dependency.
Hence, in order to cope more effectively with stress and anxiety,
children must learn to become better problem-solvers, feel better
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about their abilities, and explsre ways to develop their own
uniqueness and strengths.

This can be accomplished by helping

children learn various techniques which have previously proven
successful.
This section focuses on helping children learn:
restructuring, problem-solving skills, and imagery.

cognitive
While the

skills taught in this section are given separately, they sre to be
integrated with the relaxation skills from the previous section.
One way to do this is to have a "mini-relaxation" session before
each lesson.

In pairing the two activities, the students will soon

learn the value of relaxation in helping them cope with the eonitive aspects of anxiety and stress.

The skills learned here 'sill

also be put into action in the following Social/Behavioral section.
The cognitive skills can be taught didactically but must he reinforced and shaped through actual practice.
Children who are anxious feel they are incapable of appropriate
behavior.

They view themselves as either all good or all bad.

Be-

cause of this, they become restricted in their behavioral repertoire.

They need to learn that some of what they think about them-

selves does influence their behavior.

They need to see that think-

ing in "absolutes" restricts their abi .ty to act.

Children need

to explore what they can do in variou, areas of their lives instead
of lust focusins: on their vulnerability.

This whole process is

known as cognitive restructuring.
Anxious children are unable to develop appropriate alternative
behaviors or find solutions to routine problems.

A high level of
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anxiety causes children to become rigid in their behavior and
thinking, even if these behaviors are maladaptive.

Many, because

of this inability to generate alternatives of action, become shy,
withdrawn or personally weak.

It has been proven that children can

learn to generate various solutions to their problems through a
Problem Solving/Decision-Making model (D'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1971;
Russell & Thoresen, 1976; Spivack & Shure, 1974; Robin, Schneider,
& Dolnick, 1976).

Children who learn these specialized skills are

then capable of 1) analyzing the particular problem they face (anxiety-provoking situation), 2) generating alternatives of action,
3) evaluating the various alternatives and choosing one, h) implementing the chosen alternative, and 5) evaluating the effectiveness
of that decision.

Spivack & Shure (1974) state that children need

to learn how to think (for themselves), not what to think.

The

problem solving model emphasizes how to think and the leader must
reinforce this concept, instead of giving the children solutions.
A. Lazarus (1971, 1977) has found that people who are able to
imagine (use of imagery) can develop new behavioral skills.
Children are especially adept at using their imagination and this
can be utilized to help them learn their adaptive behaviors.

They

can do this by imagining what they might do when confronted with a
particular situation.

The goal of imagery is to have the children

imagine themselves coping successfully with a particular problem, as
a type of rehearsal before actually dealing with it.
can be integrated with problem solving.

71-,z tchnique

When the children choose an

alternative, they can practice imagining how it might work for them.
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Imagery training needs to be conducted in a relaxed, supportive
environment, so the children can feel comfortable to explore all
possibilities of action.
In conclusion, the children will 1) be able to identify various
thoughts which make them feel anxious and learn to change them;
2) learn how to resolve various anxiety and stress producing
problems by using problem-solving paradigms and; 3) use imagery as
a way of preparing for coping with various stressors.
For further information the leader should rend:
Knaus, W. Rational Emotive Education: A Manual for
Elementary School Teachers. Available from Institute
for Rational Learning, 45 E. 65th Street, N.Y., N.Y.
Lazarus, A. In the Mind's Eye: The Power of Imagery Therany
to Give You Control Over Your Life. New York: Rawson
Associates Publisher, Inc., 1977.
Lazarus, A., & Abramovitz, A. The Use of "Emotive Imagery"
in the Treatment of Children's Phobias. In L. Ullman
& Cramer (Eds.), Case Studies in Behavior Modification.
New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965.
Russell, M., & Thoresen, C. Teaching Decision Making Skills
to Children. In J. Krumboltz & C. Thoresen (Eds.).
Counseling Methods. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1976.
Schneider, M., & Robin, A. Turtle Manual. Available from
Dr. Marlene Schneider, Point of Woods School,
Dept. of Psychology, SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook,
New York 11794. Cost $2.00.
Spivaek, G., & Shure, M. Social Adjustment of '(op
r'fin Francisco: Jossey-Pass Publishers, il7h.
C.

,hildren.

Rationale (for leader and children)
We have learned what it feels like to be tense, and what we

can do when we feel physically tense; that is, to relax.

Physical

tension is one way our body tells us we are anxious or untight.
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pnxiety and stress effects us in other ways as well.

In this

section we will learn that our thoughts are part of feeling anxious
too.

Anxiety and stress can make us think differently, not allowing

us to think clearly.
uptight.

So what we think or say to ourselves makes us

For example, if I say to myself "I do not like

(insects, doctors, dark, being along)" and I am faced with any of
these situations, I can bec,:me very tense and feel my muscles begin
to tighten.

Other things can happen too, like your mind can go

blank, or you become confused so you don't know what to do, or you
begin to imagine the worst in a situation.

For example, if there

is a wind blowing outside on a dark, rainy, nic!ht you can say to
yourself "someone is trying to break into the house".

Some children

tell themselves they are dumb, stupid, bad, too small or tall, or
just not able to do anything right.

When these children tell them-

selves this, they begin to act that way.

There are people who act

dumb and stupid, not because they are but because they think they
are, and this effects what they 1
So for the next several sessions we are going to learn some
more skills which you can use to cope with anxious thought.
can be used along with your relaxation exercises.

They

We can', ztoo

all our thoughts which make us anxious but we can learn how to
change thoughts that do effect

Us.

When we can change the thQlghts

and what we say to ourselves, we then will be more in control

f

our anxiety.
Sometimes when we are under stress we are not able to decide
what to do, and only afterwards we say "I never thought of that or
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knew that would happen, or I never considered that."

When we

become anxious or under a lot of stress our ability
to solve problems goes down.

So we will learn what steps we can take to solve

our problems by learning a new skill called Problem-Solvin
g or
Decision Making.
After learning this, we are going to learn to use our imaginations to help control our thoughts and behaviors.

This skill can

help us rehearse, in our heads, what we want to do before
we really
so out and do it.

We've used imagery in the last section to help

us relax, and now we can use it to help us in other ways.

For an

example, you have to go home along a route where older
students go,
which makes you scared.

You can picture in your head what you can

do if someone says something to you, or what other route you
can
take.

We will practice this skill in many situations.

As you use these skills of changing negative thoughts,
decision making and imagery, you will become more confident about
what to do when you start to feel uptight.

You can say "I know what

I can do, or what I can say to myself to make me less uptight".

At

the end of this section you will be able to combine the relaxation
with problem-solving/decision making and imagery exercises.
D.

Goals and Activities
Major r;(1:

T

have children learn

coenitive skill: to

help them cope with stress and anxiety.
Goal 1.1:

To have the children become more aware of what they

can do and what they wruld like to improve about themselves so
that
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they can list five areas of comretence and five areas to improve
in their notebooks.
Activities
a.

have the children make up a list of positive abilities
or attributes that anyone might possess.
list on the board.

You may make a list for in-school and

Be as specific as possible.

out of school.
b.

Make a class

from the above list, have the child develop his own
This will become an "I can do ..." and I

personal list.
am ..." list.

Note the child who lists only outside of

school abilities or vi.7c versa.

Have each child in the

class name one positive ability or attribute for each
other member of the class.
c.

have the children develop a list of behaviors anyone miitht
want to improve.

Again make a class list on the board for

in-school and out of school behavior.
d.

have the children develop a list of behaviors they would
like to improve.

e.

Be specific.

Three or four is a good start.

have the children select one of these as a problem where
they will use the Problem-Colving model.

f.

have the children write in their notebooks five "I can
dc ..." items and five "I would like to improve ..." items.
As items on the "to improve" list are successfully completed, record the date and move that item to the "I can
do" list.

Add a new "to improve" it.2n to work on.

"I can do" list will

The

row, which will make the child feel
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successful.
g.

lead a class discussion on how people become more confident
and less anx ous when they feel they can do something and
how all penple have strengths and weaknesses.

It is impor-

tant to point out that children can change if they want to.
This ability to change and the knowledge that they do have
control over their own lives will give them the selfconfidence to effect these changes.
from "f" that became "can do's".

Review improvements

Discuss how it feels to

become more successful as the positive list increases.
Goal 3.2:

To identify thore thoughts which make people anxious

so that children can recognize them and be able to initiate some
activity to change them.
Activities
a.

have the children begin to question the following statements:

"I do poorly in

dumb."

"Everyone must like me."

right."

, therefore I am stupid nr
"I can't do anything

"If I make a mistake, everyone will laugh at me."

(See Knaus, 1974, for more suggestions;.
b.

have the class members identify statements that make them
feel anxious and write two in their notebooks.

n.

make up a list of statements which challenge those made
by the class.

For example:

"If someone makes a mistake

they are dumb"; challenge it by stating "everyone makes
mistakes now and then".

Watch for "absolutes" in the

children's statements and challenge them.

The words: all,
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everyone, everytime, no , ne, never, always, are absolutes.
d.

have the children picture themselves in an anxiety producing or stressful situation.

Have them write down what

they are saying to themselves.
Suggest several situations:
-

going to visit someone new

-

death of a pet

-

docc,Jr's visit

-

being called to the principal's office (reason unspecified).

Try to point out to the class that what

they say and think can influence their behavior.
e.

have the class discuss what methods or new skills can be
used to cope with these statements.

Verbally praise

(reinforce) those who suggest using relaxation as a new
way of coping.

3.3:

Goal

To have the chiliren learn the pr7)blem-solving mo)del

so they will be able to write the five steps from memory.
Activities
a.

write on the board the five steps of problem solving.
Discuss each as it is written.
The five steps are:
-

specify and clarify the problem

-

generate alternatives to solve the problem

-

evaluate the good and bad consequences for each
alternative and select one

-

implement (carry out) the decision
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-

evaluate the deci.:.Hn and decide what to do the next
time, when a similar problem arises.

b.

tell a problem-solving story to the class or discuss a
class problem that has been resolved.

Have the children

analyze the situation and break it up into the five steps
of the problem solving process.

This helps them under-

stand how the process works.
Goal 3.4:

To have the children specify problem situations so

they are able to list in their notebooks five anxiety producing
situations they face each day.
Activities
a.

have each child list in their notebook five problem
situations they face during the school day.

b.

make a class list on the blackboard of situations offered
by the students.
person.

Be very specific as to time, place and

For example, Jimmy wants a game or toy that

Sally is playing with.
c.

have the group pick a class problem to work on as a model.

Goal 3.5:

To have the children learn how to select alterna-

tives for a problem so that for any problem they can list several
alternatives of action.
Activities
a.

using the class problem statement, have the children
generate some possible alternatives to resolve this
problem.

It is important to remember not to place A

value on these alternatives.

They may be silly or
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4
serious but the goal is to list as many as possible.
Sometimes this step is called "brainstorming".
b.

have each child take one of their specific problems an'
list alternatives for it in their notebook.

Goal 3.6:

To have the children evaluate the consequences of

each alternative so they can list and discuss the positive and
negative consequences for each alternative.
Activities
a.

take each alternative for the class problem and have the
children discuss what might be the positive and negative
consequences of that action.

Remember not to impart your

own opinions.
b.

have the children take the specific individual problem
they are working on and list the positive and negative
•

consequences for each alternative.
c.

have the children share some of their alternatives and
consequences; have the class generate more alternatives
and what consequences mirht result from those new alternatives.

1.

discuss that it is not possible for one person to
up all the possible alternatives so it can be a rood idea
to ask others for help.

Give the class Permission to

use each o'7her to help solve Problems.
e.

have the children choose the action they will take for
the class problem and for their specific Problem.

Goal 1
.7:
and eva
luate
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d.
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the children to close their eyes and imagine an objeet or
scene you name.

Have them rate their image on a scale of

1 to 4, with 4 being very vivid (the image has movement,
texture, color) and 1 being unable to picture any image.
b.

conduct a mini-relaxation session.

Have them imagine

various pleasant scenes from the class list in the Physiological Section.

Vary the scenes, and see if the children

can do this too.
c.

have the children describe a disturbing scene, i.e. taking
a test.

Have them describe it with a beginning, middle

and end.
d.

have the children engage in relaxation exercises, then
imagine the scene in "c"; guide them through it filling
the scene in with great detail with all the feelings expressed by the children.

Have the ending be successful.

Repeat the exercise until all can do it.
e.

discuss with the class, how mentally practicing a situation
before it happens can help increase chances of success in
coping with that situation.

f.

Plan what needs to be done.

have student use the personal problem from their nroblemsolving exercise.

After they have completed the first

three problem-solving steps and decided what to do, have
them imagine a scene carrying out that decision.
select various problem situations and have students,
through imagery, rehearse successful outcomes to them.
They need to be as realistic situations as possible.
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h.

i.

have the children sel
ect a favorite hero
and include the
hero into the image.
Have the hero cope wit
h the problem.
Then have them assume
the hero's role and
solve the problem.
discuss the advantage
s of using imagery to
help cope with
problems. Explain how
imagery can be used
to practice a
course of action men
tally before really
trying it. This
helps make it easier
to do in real life.

High Points
-

Before each cognitive
section activity, use a
mini-relaxation session.
During discussions wit
h the class, keep
integrating the
new skills they have
learned with the pre
viously learned
skill(s)-

-

There is an emphasis rm
ncrdto rf- nolvr,
problems, lnd th.
,
..re is nr)i. llway;
ml,T; alternative's to
te explored.
Chillren can help and
support others in ,7enerar
,:nT,
alternatives for action
.
Coping is satisfactory
and adaptive.

-

The leader should be
as non-ludrne,It717
lonrn t.

rr.)s-le ln

:7;11vo
•

bo! if per;nnal hlr!r,

i

fr,n-t1

An
r

would be a result.
-

Encouras.7e the use of the
se skills thr - ur'hout
the sehonl
417.
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-

These skills can be useful now if a child may be experiencinr difficulties in the class.

:7u-gest in a positive

manner that they try them.
-

The emphasis is on the children solving their own problems
and the leader reinforcing this procen.1,

30

more self-

control and self-confidence can be devoloporl in the
children.
F.

Summary
This section has focused on the cognitiveirsychologiell ahrects

of anxiety and stress in children.

The children have learned three

new skills to help them adapt to inxiety-related situations.

The

three skills are problem-solving, exploring what is positive about
themselves, and using imagery.

Studies have shown that children who

are anxious have poor problem-solving skills, litod behaviors to
cope with anxiety, and poor sel-images.

I'. has also been empha-

sized that children need to develop their r,wn methods of thinkin7
ahout their problems, and not always be told what to do.
The children have now learned to integrate the cognitive skiils
with the physiologicaT skills.

They have also begun practi..:in

these skills on a regular basis including rehearsal for acting on
their plans.

These skills will beceme the basis for the social,'

behavior sc2.-1,:n which will follow.
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Section ]V
C.A.M tkl.
SociallBehavioral Component of

Leader are as follows:
The responsabilities for the
component, particularly the
1. Familiarity with the entire
tionale" section.
"Preparation for Leader" and "Pa
ks prior to the component.
2. Attend an in—service two wee
about 3-4 weeks at
The time frame should encompass
.
to 4 days per week should suf,fice
20 minutes per session. Three
ary with the Trainer.
4. Consultation if necess
7
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Section IV - Social/Rehavioral ^omnonent of C.A.M.P.
A.

Objectivon
After reading this section the leader will know:
1.

Why the social/behavioral component is necessary for
helping children cope with anxiety and stress;

2.

What assertive training is;

3.

What in vivo practice is;

4.

What activities are needed to teach children to Improv
e
their behavioral repertoire;

5.

How this component integrates with the other two components;
What s.ilr-control in anl how it is lin•.,1 in this prof7r-i
.m;

7.
B.

What modelina is and how it in used in thio

Preparation for Leader
This section helps teach (!hilArrm how to praoti
,:n

ne.w

skills in both contrived and real anxiety-prov
oking situations.
This has already begun in the physiological
and cognitive/psychological sections where the children are makin7 plans
and nracticin',
what to do through role-playing and ima:Iery.
In fact, it is hard to see the diffr_.re.no^ at time.n
vnritr,un

blit the. lintirwtion in nf.,.e.f.!--iry "or i7

tionat purnThe children have now learned to relax themselves ar.,l
are becoming more onmfortal,le using problem solvin, ima,7e
ry and -Ionitoring those thoughts that produce anxiety.
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At this point, however, ehiliren who in have problems coping
with stress and anxiety producing siivations have a diffieult time
implementing, or remembering to use their new skills.

As :7,arason

et al. (1960) found, these children are shy, withdrawn, and have
little self-confidence.

They also lack the (behavioral) skills

which could help them cope.
It is the purpose of this section to train children in there
behavioral skills since just telling them what to do does not always
produce the desired effects.

Bandura (1977), Gelfand (1978),

Graziano (1975), Lange & Jakubowski (1976), and Moresen

!!aheney

(1974) suggest people must be involved in the learnin process
g
before they can maximally change behaviors.
for ehildren.

This is especially %ree

Those who have the op7ortunity t:o he involved in r--

hearsino: how to act in a situation do better than those who do net
(Bandura, 1977).

This can be taught by havine ehIldren watl

one else, live or taped, go throueh the experienee, and see how
they eope.
guidance.

They then go through the situation themselves, with
This is called modeling and requires viewing a situation,

as someone else handles it, and then having the individual dunlicate
it until he/she is successful.

It is important when using modeling

to approach rradually the desired behavior.
wrril
dog.

rnt :-,-rp.ono who 17. !'e-tr!'n1 o'

r7nr example, y,
.11
;n v!'11 1 1.1r--,

You need to use a small, quiet docile dog first and proeress

slowly.

Since the children involved in this proeram are nut known

to have specific, problems, one must become -war

of any unkrown

problems befor • exposure to the activiti-s taken nlaee.
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.with the trainer if you have lei
'Thildren who are anxious also lack appropriate social skills;
that is, they do not have the abilities necessary tor effective
interperscnal functioning.

This inappronriateness 'an be manifested

either verbally or behaviorally (Bornstein, Bellack

llersen, 1:-)77).

If someone is weak or lacking in these skills, he/she can be quite
anxious or be stressed in many situations including school.

It

is

important to remember that a child may appear to be stubborn and uncooperative, when in reality he/she does not have the skills to do
what

is

asked.

Children larking, these nkills 'an hi' .trained wine

assertive train inr techniques.

The purpose ie to help the individ-

ual learn "the ability to express both positive and neea':eo
inrs in the interpersonal context without eurfeeine cnne- u,
ne
of social reinforcement" (A. Lazarus, 1971).

The skills most often

needed by children are better eye contact, tho ahflity to tsk eueltions of others, the ability to share their or 'ions with the el-e7e,
and the ability- to stand up to others and not be "Lullied".

';fllen

children actually practice these new behaviors, it is called "in
vivo".

By combining assertive training with in vivo practice and

modeling they can become more eomrortable eoninfT with anxiety and
stress-related problems.
The ability to interrate all three prerram eompenents

nhysi

eoenitive, and soeial) is aeee- ery in this eeetien
"inoculate" childre.1 against lhose everyday stresses they face.
As the children see the results of this training and are reinferced
for it, they will develop more personal self-eontrol.

Children who
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oope affectively oen be mere in eentre! of. thein

have abilitiee
behavior.

This knowledre can increase self-confidence, leadinr to

a self-perpetuatinr action on the nart e° the nnildren, to
actively cope with stress and anxiety predueine
For further information, the leader mient read:
Bandura, A. social Learnine Theory.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977.

Enelewood Cliffs:

Lange, A., Pt Jakubowski, P. Responsible assertive
behavior: cognitive/behavioral preeedures fer trniners.
Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1'176.
Thoresen, C., & Mahoney, 7.1. tlehavioral self-control.
New York: Holt, Rinehart 1 Winston, 197h.
r-

Rationale (for lender and ,q1i3dren)
To

be read:

We have learned,

30

far:

1) how to relax eureelves;

to solve problems we face: 3) hcw to Usi? ima:•ery to practice wn-'
we are going, to do; and h) what we can do well and how to imrr - vourselves if we want to.

We hav,, altm learned that. our theu7.hts

can effect our behavior.

Sometimes how we act, can also influence

how we think and feel.

r'Aemetimes we are not able to act the Way we

want to because we are too scared or do not knew what to le.

We

are going to practice how to behave in a :r.ore positive, iiafaii,
relaxed manner.

We will

to act out eerain :;iturc.ions and fi:71re
et anxious.
Rirht:

t')

If we r.,
,et stuck and le not know what to do

what thee';

Relax and use nroblem solvine an well in some imai.ery.

when you start to &ret those feelings of tenseness it is imrortart 'e
de somethine.

Ti the fellowinf- eetivitiee we wil

nraetie-

-
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have to lc.
D.

coals and Activities
!.fajor

to have children develop noeial behnvi r

hich

will facilitate their actively copirw with ntrenn lel anx!....ty.
Coal 4.1:

to have the children learn annertive traininc

skills, so that there will be improvement in eye contact, voice
volimv!, and ability to ask Inestions as measured by teacher observations and judgment.
Activities
a.

discuss the importance of these three skills in interpersonal relations.

Eye contact should be maintained

when speaking to someone.

Voice volume should be

adjusted to be firm without shouting.

Asking questions

is an invaluable way to obtain needed information or
clarification.

Explain this is called assertion training.

It is meant to allow people to express themselves without
infringing on another, and also without being angry and
bossy.
b.

have the children tell a short story, poem, or Inke to
a partner while trying to keep eye contact for the total
time.

Reverse roles having the Partner do the same.

Mix

the pairs boy-girl, girl-girl, hey-boy, nnfl then eive them
the opportunity to practiee witil an adult.

nbnerve

relaxation level and give feedback.
c.

while in pairs, have one child repeat "Yes" while the other
tries to match the other's tone, inflection and volume with
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"No".

Reverse after

The activity should

minutes.

encourage the children to develop a wide range of volumes
but not include shouting.

Watch the shy children in the

class especially.
1.

have children practice asking questions about school, home,
or other social situations by having them conduct an interview with a peer about a special event.

Have the "report-

er" give a 2 minute "newsbrief" summarizing the interview to
the class or to a small group.

Remember to expose children

gradually if they feel discomfort talking before a big
group.

Have reporter share feelings about reporting to the

class and what they did to cope.
select some of the interpersonal problems students have
been working on and conduct a rehearsal session.

First

there needs to be a modeling session, emphasizing relaxation, planning, and imagery rehearsal; then another sequence indicating difficulty with imnlementation of task;
and finally a trial where there is a successful outcome.
Assess eye contact, voice volume, and ability to make
requests.
f

have chillren carry out these plans through in vivo
rehearsal.

Goal 4.2:

Have a class discussion to ,rillunte it.

to have children practice in vivo various problem

situations which are anxiety producing so they can report lowered
SUDS level.
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Activities
have class choose some interpersonal problems they have

a.

such as asking a friend for a favor, borrowing something,
correcting someone who is wrong, telling someone they did
a good job, sharing an exciting event, sharing a sad event.
have the children run through several of the above items,

b.

emphasizing that if they become anxious they can dc
thing about it (relax, imagery rehearsal).

Model or have

modeled by two or more children the scene involved.

This

modeling should show eorrect or acceptable social behavior.
have those children who need practice go through a re-

c.

hearsal until they report being comfortable.

These scenes

need to be as realistic as possible.
have children share their fears an

d.

anxieties, their

thoughts, what they did to cope.
have the students monitor SUDS levels before and after

e.

each session.
encourage real life practice as a homework assignment.
;oal h.3:

To have children understand what self-control is

and how it can help them control anxiety and stress so that they
can report using their new behaviors 'hen they rr!,r,1 anxiou:7 or
stressed.
Activities
a.

discuss with the class, reviewing what they have learned
in all the previoul sessions; how they now are more aware

of what anxiety and stress are and what they can do about
about it.
anxiety.

Discuss how this can give them control over
Explain that anxiety will continue to effect all

of them but that their new skills can help them cope with
it.
b.

This is called self-control.

have children keep n r
- ecord in their notebooks for the
next two weeks of the number of times they used their new
skills to cope.

c.

have children continue to monitor their SUDS levels during
relaxation and write it in their notebooks.

E.

High Points
children need to practice in vivo, in realistic situations,
how to cope with stress and anxiety provoking situations.
-

this practice needs to be a gradual exposure to situations.

-

it is beneficial to incorporate activities from the previous sessions into the rehlrsal.

-

if children can learn these skills and use them on a
regular basis, they have gained control over anxiety and
can :'eel more confident the next time they are anxious nr
stressed.

-

children learn best when they have an opportunity to
observe someone else cope with a situntion before they
attempt to do it.

F.

Summary
This section has focused on integrating the previous sections
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into behavioral reality.

It

difficult to separate each compon-

ent as any attempt is artificial, but is done for instructional
purposes.
Children who are able to establish good eye contact, be
assured in requesting something, and have good models can develop
adapting behaviors to cope with stress and anxiety.

They need to

practice this behavior, because research has shown that to just
talk about what to do is ineffective (Goldfried & Davison, 1976;
Lazarus, 1971; Rimm & Masters, 1974).
As children practice their new skills they will become more
confident in their ability to cone.

As they continue to use these

skills, they develop more self-control over their behavior, wMch
is a confidence enhancer.
process.

This can become a self perpetuating
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Section V

Generalization and Follow-Up Section

The Leader will be responsible for the following:
1.

Eecome familiar with the entire section.

2.

Become very familiar with the "Preparation for Leader

3.

Attend an in-service two weeks prior to the component.

4.

The consultant should be notified if any questions

section".

or problems arise.

5.

The time frame for this will be an on-going process,

with the initial sessions involving between 2-4 weeks.
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Section V - Generalization anU Follow-Up Section
A.

Objectives
After reading this section the leader will knew:
1.

Why it is necessary to plan to have the program carry
over into all aspects of the child's school day.

2.

What is meant by follow-up.

3.

What activities are necessary for planning generalization
and follow-up.

4.
B.

Who needs to be involved.

Preparation for Leader
This section concerns itself solely with the leader and other

staff who have been involved in administering C.A.:4.P.
Research has shown that programs which end with the final
session, seldom maintain the effects for longer than a couple cf
weeks or months (Phillips, 1978).

This has been true of many

pro,:rams using behavioral techniques including token economies,
self-control, and modeling.

These activities are part of this pro-

gram, so it is necessary to plan for generalization and follow-up
keep the results of the program beneficial to students and teachers
alike.
Generalization occurs when one plans to have the learned skills
implemented outside of the training sessions.

The children have

started to monitor their activities in sections II, III, PA IV.
Now it is necessary to encourage them to use these skills whenever
they need to.

Because these are skills, they need to be continually
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honed and refined, both as the itudents use them in different
situations and as they mature.

For example, some of the situations

4th graders face are radically different than those of 6%h graders.
Another aspect of generalization is to enlist others (school staff
and parents) to encourage and allow the use of these techniques.
Follow-up can he.L

keep contact with the children after the

formal sessions have ended.

It is necessary to have regular meet-

ings and constant encouragement to use the skills.

This program is

intended to be incorporated into the regular daily activities of
each child.

This can only happen if the children can be followed up

for the whole school year; ideally, for the rest of their school
career.
C.

Rationale
Rationale for this section is included with preparation for

leader.
D.

Goals and Activities
Major Goal:

To insure the use of the C.A.M.P. program by

children in other situations outside the training sessions, as well
as following up on the children's progress.
Goal 5.1:

To insure generalization of the C.A.M.P. program so

that children report the skills are being used throughout the school
day.
Activities
a.

have the children reoord in their notebooks the number of
times they use the program outside of the training sessions.
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b.

have a staff meeting

o explain the program and what

goals and skills are involved.

This could be done before

and after the training.
c.

have a parent meeting to do the same as

d.

encourage all teachers in 4th - 6th grade to adopt the
program so there is continuity from year to year.

Goal 5.2:

To have the leader follow up on the children's

progress and skill maintenance by scheduling one meeting per week
for the remainder of the school year.
Activities
a.

write in the class lesson plans a weekly meeting time for
C.A.M.P.

b.

give booster sessions for various skills on a monthly
basis.

Review one skill goal and its activities.

c.

monitor students' notebooks on a weekly basis.

d.

discuss children's progress with staff and parents.

e.

give periodic homework essignments by designating an
activity from the program that needs to be refreshed.

E.

filgh Points
-

to maximize the effects of the program it is necessary to
plan for it.

-

generalization

is

important because it allows the children

to gain confidence in using their skills in many differer,t,
areas.
follow-up insures that the skills learned are maintained.

it is necessary to involve other staff and parents to
help insure i,,,
,eneralization and follow-up.
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APPENDIX B
Leader and Student
Logbooks

C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
96
COMPONENT I
Goal 1.1: To have the teacher
introduce the C.A.M.P. program
to
the class so that each child can
repeat the five components
of the program and the four maj
or goals.
Rationale given:
Activities:

Yes

Date started

Time
A.
B.
C.

E.
F.
G.

Problems:

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

No

Date
Date completed

97
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT II
Goal 2.1: To teach children to identify levels of anxiety by
using a Subjective Units of Discomfort Scale (SUDS)
so that they can identify anxiety on a scale from
0 to 100 when asked by the leader.
Rationale given:
Activities:

Yes

Date started

Time
A.
B.
C.
D.

Problems:

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

No

Date
Date completed

98
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT II
the difference
Goal 2.2: To have children learn to discriminate
tion, so they
relaxa
between muscle tension and muscle
everytime.
asked
when
can demonstrate it to the leader
Rationale given:
Activities:

Yes

Date started

Time
A.
B.

D.

Problems:

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

No

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT II
Goal 2.3:

To have the children learn to tense and release various
gross muscle groups for the purpose of relaxation training so they can lower their SUDS level by at least 20
points from where they started until ending the session.

Rationale given: Yes
Activities:
Time
A.
B.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Problems:

Successes:

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT II
Goal 2.3

Successes (continued):

Suggestions for Improvement:

100

101
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT II
To have children learn to relax the various muscle
groups by focusing on tension in their muscles and
releasing them so that they can obtain the same SUDS
levels as they did using the tensing and releasing
activities.

Goal 2.4:

Rationale given:
Activities:

Yes

Date started

Time
A.
B.
C.
D.

Problems:

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

No

Date
Date completed

Suggestions for Improvement (continued):

CORRECTION

PRECEDING IMAGE HAS BEEN
REFILMED
TO ASSURE LEGIBILITY OR TO
CORRECT A POSSIBLE ERROR

Suggestions for Improvement (continued):

C.A.M.P.

Leader L
ogbook
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COMPONEN

T II

Goal 2.5
:

To have
the chil
dren lear
so that
n "diffe
they can
rential"
relax an
relaxati
y muscle
Rational
on
group on
e given:
command.
Yes
No
Activiti
Date
es:
Date sta
rted
Date comp
Time
leted
A.
B.
C.
D.
Problems
:

Successe

s:

Suggesti

ons for
Improvem

ent:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.1: To have the children become more aware of what they can do
and what they would like to improve about themselves so
that they can list five areas of competence and five
areas to improve in their notebooks.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Problems:

Yes

Date started

NO

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.1

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.2:

To identify those thoughts which make people anxious
so that children can recognize them and be able to
initiate some activity to change them.

Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.2

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.3:

To have the children learn the problem-solving model
so they will be able to write the five steps from memory.

Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
Problems:

Successes:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.3

Successes (cont.):

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
ons so they
Goal 3.4: To have the children specify problem situati
ng
are able to list in their notebooks five anxiety produci
situations they face each day.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
Problems:

Successes:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

Suggestions for Improvement:

112

C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.5:

To have the children learn how to select alternatives
for a problem so that for any problem they can list
several alternatives of action.

Rationale given: Yes
Activities: Date started
Time
A.
B.
Probleol :

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

No

Date
Date completed

C.A.M.P. (continuation form)

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
To have the children evaluate the consequences of
each alternative so they can list and discuss the
ative.
positive and negative consequences for each altern

Goal 3.6:

Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed
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m)
C.A.M.P. (continuation for
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.6

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
To have the children implement their "action plan",
and evaluate what happened so they can discuss what
they did, and how this would effect their decision
next time.

Goal 3.7:

Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.7
Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.8: To have the children learn to use imagery as a coping
technique so they can cognitively rehearse their problemsolving action plans before actually attempting to act.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

119
C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.8

Problems (cont.):

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

120

C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.1:

To have the children learn assertive training skills,
so that there will be improvement in eye contact,
voice volume, and ability to ask questions as measured
by teacher observations and judgment.

Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

122
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.2: To have the children practice in vivo various problem
situations which are anxiety producing so they can
report lowered SUDS level.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.2

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

123

124
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.3: To have children understand what self-control is and
how it can help them control anxiety and stress so
that they can report using their new behaviors when
they feel anxious or stressed.
Rationale given: Yes
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.

Problems:

Date started

No

Date
Date completed

Suggestions for Improvement:

126
C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.1: To insure generalization of the C.A.M.P. program so
that children report the skills are being used throughout the school day.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.

Problems:

Successes:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
Date completed
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C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.1

Successes

cont.):

Suggestions for Improvement:
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C.A.M.P. Leader Logbook
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.2: To have the leader follow up on the children's progress
and skill maintenance by scheduling one meeting per
week for the remainder of the school year.
Rationale given:
Activities:
Time
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Problems:

Yes

Date started

No

Date
DAte completed

129
C.A.M.P. (continuation form)
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.2

Successes:

Suggestions for Improvement:

C.A.M.P. Student Logbook

131

COMPONENT I
Goal 1.1
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITY HOMEWORK ON THE NEXT PAGE.

132
Make a list of anxiety and
stressful experiences you
have had.

Make a list of how you 1s
ently copo .iith anxiety and
stress.
YOUR LIST
CLASS LIST

133

The 5 components of C.A.M.P. are:
1. Introduction of the program
2. Physiological component
3. Cognitive/Psychological component
4. Social/ Behavioral component
5. Generalization and Follow-up

The 4 major goals of C.A.M.P. are:
1. To have the students understand the C.A.M.P. program
2. To train the children in muscle relaxation
procedures
3. To have children learn three cognitive skills to
help them cope with stress and anxiety.
4. To have children develop social behaviors which
will facilitate their actively coping with stress
and anxiety.
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COMPONENT I
COMPONENT AND GOAL EVALUATION

LIST THE 5 COMPONENTS OF C.A.M.P.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

LIST THE 4 GOALS OF C.A.M.P.
1.

2.

3.

C.A.M.P.

Student

Logbook

135

COMPONEN
T II
Goal 2.1

Activiti
es: (put
a check
mark bes
activity
ide the
)
letter i
f you c
A.
ompleted
B.
C.
D.

PUT ALL
OF YOUR
WORK AND
ACTIVITI

ES ON TH
E NEXT P
AGE.

the

136

Goal 2.1 (b)

Give the SUDS level for three (3) activities. (Taking a test, going
to the doctor, getting a report card, playing with friends, etc.)
ACTIVITY
1.

3.

SUDS LEVEL

Goal 2.
1 (c)
137
Monitor

SUDS fo
r activ
iti

es for
you wer
one (1)
e doing
day. Be
at the
sure to
time.
state

what

138
C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT II
Goal 2.2
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)
A.
3.
C.

PLEASE PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Monitor SUDS for before and after relaxation exercises.

C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
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COMPONENT II
Goal 2.3
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE

141
C.A.M.P.

Student Logbook

Component II
Goal 2.4
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed
the activity)
A.
B.
C.
D.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITY HOMEWORK ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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C.A.M.P.

Student Logbook

Component II
Goal 2.5
letter if you completed
Activities: (put a check mark beside the
the activity)

A.
B.
C.
D.

ON THE NEXT PAGE.
PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITY HOMEWORK

143

C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.1
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

144
Goal 3.1
(b)

Make your own list of positive abilities or attributes
you possess. Start with "I can do..." or "I am
These are for in school and out of school

IN SCHOOL...

OUT OF SCHOOL...

Make a list of behaviors you would like to improve.
List 4.

Goal 3.1

example:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(f)
Write in
your not
146
and 5 "I
ebook 5
"I can
would li
do..." i
ke to i
te
mprove..
." items ms
.
I would
like to
improve

my study
habits.

I WOULD
LIKE TO
IMPROVE
(put the
date dow
n)

148
C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.2
Activities:

(put a check mark'beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.
C.
U.
E.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Goal 3.2

Goal 3.2

(d)

(b)

149
Identify stat
ements that ma
(put down at
ke you feel
least 2)
anxious

Write down wh
at
think about yo you tell yourself after
you
urself in a
stressful si
tuation.

150

C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.3
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORE AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.4
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.
C.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Goal 3.4

(A)

List 5 problem situations you face during the
school day.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.5

(b)

Take one of your problems and list alternatives for it.

•

3.

4.

5.
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COMPONENT III
Goal 3.5
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

-na;C
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COMPONENT III
Goal 3.6
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Goal 3.6

(b)

Take the pr
oblem you ha
ve been wor
list the po
king on and
sitve and n
egative con
alternative
sequences o
.
f each

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

Goal 3.6 (e
)

Choose the
action you
will take f
or the prob
lem.
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.7
r if you completed the
Activities: (put a check mark beside the lette
activity)

B.
C.
D.
E.

NEXT PAGE.
PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT III
Goal 3.8
letter if you completed the
Activities: (put a check mark beside the
activity)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

PAGE.
PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT

Name
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.1
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.2
Activities: (put a check mark
beside the letter if you comp
leted the
activity)

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTI
VITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Monitor SUDS level before and after each session.
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT IV
Goal 4.3
Activities: ( put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.

C.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Keep a record of the number of times you use your
new coping skills.
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.1
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.
C.
D.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Goal 5.1 (a)

Write down the C.A.M.P. skills you use when you're away
from school; Also, put down the number of times you
use them
A.
B.
C.
D.

SKILL

relaxation
Problem-solving
Imagery
Assertiveness

NUMBER OF TIMES USED
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C.A.M.P. Student Logbook
COMPONENT V
Goal 5.2
Activities: (put a check mark beside the letter if you completed the
activity)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

PUT ALL OF YOUR WORK AND ACTIVITIES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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5 STEPS OF PROBLEM SOLVING

1.

Specify and Clarify the problem

2.

Generate alternatives to solve the problem.

3.

Evaluate the good and bad consequences for each alternative, and
pick one.

4.

Carry out the decision

5.

Evaluate the decision and decide what to do the next time , when
a similar problem arises
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APPENDIX C

Physiological Component
Benson, H.

The relaxation response.

New York:

Avon, 1975.

Bernstein, D., & Borkovec, T. Progressive relaxation training.
Champaign, Ill.: Research Press, 1973.
Cautela, J., & Groden, J. Relaxation - a conTrehensive manual for
adults, children, and children with special needs. Champaign,
Ill.: Research Press, 1978.
Koeppen, A. Relaxation Training for Children. Elementary School
and 3uidance and Counseling, 1974, 9, 14-21.

Cognitive Component
Knaus, W. Rational Emotive Education: A Manual for Elementary
School Teachers. Available from Institute for Rational
Learning, 45 E. 65th Street, N.Y., NY.
Lazarus, A. In the Mind's Eye: The Power of Imagery Therapy to
Give You Control Over Your Life. New York: Rawson Associates
Publisher, Inc., 1977.
Lazarus, A., & Abramovitz, A. The Use of "Emotive Imagery" in the
Treatment of Children's Phobias. In L. Ullman & Cramer (Eds.),
Case Studies in Behavior Modification. New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1965.
Russell, M., & Thoresen, C. Teaching Decision Making Skills to
Children. In J. Krumboltz & C. Thoresen (Eds.). Counseling
Methods. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1976.
Schneider, M., & Robin, A. Turtle Manual. Available from Dr.
Marlene Schneider, Point of Woods School, Dept. of Psychology,
SUNY at Stcny Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11794. Cost $2.00.
Spivack, G., & Shure, M. Social Adjustment of Your Children.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1974.

Social Component
Bandura, A. Social Learning Theory.
Hall, Inc., 1977.

Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice-

Lange, A., & Jakubowski, P. Responsible assertive behavior:
cognitive/behavioral procedures for trainers. Champaign,
Research Press, 1976.

Thoresen, C., & Mahoney, M.
Behavioral self-control.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 197
4.

New York:
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APPENDIX D
CSQ Instructions
(modified)

I want you to answer some questions which are different from
of questions you usually have in school. These questions
kinds
the
how you think and feel, and so have no right or wrong
about
are
we'll hand out the answer sheets and questionaires,
First
answers.
tell you more about the questions.
will
I
then
and
First I want you to print your names in the spaces at the top
of the sheet, putting in your first and last name. Fill in the
rest of the top of page, and put down a B if you are a boy, and
put down a G if you are a girl. Put the B or G anywtere at the
top of the page.
As I said before, I'm going to have you answer some questions.
These questions are different from other school questions. There
are no right or wrong answers, and your teacher and principal
will not see the answers yo)u give. I will read the questions,
but feel free to go ahead of me if you like. If anyone has any
questions, raise your hand and I will come to you and answer it.
I want you to put an "X" in the box on the answer sheet that best
shcws how you think or feel by answering the question "yes" or
"no". Let me read a practice question to show you how this works.
Suppose I read the question: Do you like to play football? For
this question your answer sheet would look like this...(appropriate
boxes are put on the blackboard)...So if you like to play football
you would show this by putting an "X" in the box under the word
yes", and if you don't like to play, you would put an "X" in the
box "no". (Illustrate on the blackboard)... For other questions
you will read, you will be able to show how you think or feel by
deciding between two things. For example, suppose that you read
this question: Which do you like better, watching television; or
reading a book?...(appropriate words and boxes are put on the blackboard)...Now, if you like watching teleVision better you would put
your "X" in the box under the word "television", and if you like
reading better, you would put your "X" in the box under the word
"book".
Now, I want you to listen to me, or if you wish to read ahead
do so, about the questions, and answer the way you think or feel.
Remember, your teacher and principal will not see the answers you
give. So, read and listen carefully to each question, and answer
it by deciding how you think and fee.
Now let's start by everybody putting their finger on number 1.
This is the first question. Put your "X" in the box under "yes"
if you do like to talk about it, and put your "X" in the box under
"no" if you don't. The questions go from left to right, not down
the page. Now go ahead and answer the rest of the questions as I
read them.
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Form I

Dl.

When you are worried about something, do you like to talk
about it?

SM2.

When you see other children having trouble doing an assignment, do you wish you could go over and help them?

SA3.

If you are sick and miss school, do you worry that you will
fall behind in your schoolwork?

PTN4.

Do you always think that mother's way of doing things is
better; or do you sometimes think your own way is better?

SAS.

Do you worry when the teacher says that she is going to
ask you questions to find out how much you know?

SA6.

Do you feel uncomfortable when eating in front of your
classmates?

PTN7.

Do you sometimes speak angrily to your parents; or is it
wrong to do so?

SA8.

Do you sometimes dream at night that you did poorly on a
test you had in school that day?

PTN9.

In dreams do animals chase you; or are dreams nice?

SA10.

Do you worry a lot while you are taking a test?

PTN11.
AT12.

PTN13.

SM14.

L15.

Can others do things better; or can you do most things well?
Is it hard for you to do as well as the teacher expects
you to do in class?
In a game on the playground, do you stand aroune,; or run
a lot?
Do you think that you learn more working with others than
when working by yourself?
Do you ever worry?

SA16.

Do you sometimes dream at night that the teacher is angry
because you do not know your lessons?

SM17.

Do you always raise your hand in class when you know the
answer?

PTN18.

SM19.

Would you like better to hear stories about bears; or have
bears here now?
Dc you try hard to make all the children in class like you?
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SA20.

Do you often have the fear that other children might think
you dumb?

SA21.

Does playing softball and other games make you scared
because you are afraid of getting hurt?

PTN22.

When your friends argue, do you keep quiet till they
finish; or join in the argument?

PTN23.

Are most children sometimes unkind; or are most children
kind to you?

D24.

Are you sorry for some of the things you have done?

D25.

Do you like to play in the snow?

PTN26.
SA27.

Do loud noises scare you; or do you just laugh at them?
Do you usually feel nervous when speaking to the principal?

D28.

Are there some people that you don't like?

L29.

Are you ever unhappy?

SA30.

Are you sometimes afraid of expressing yourself in class
because you think you might make a foolish mistake?

SA31.

When the teacher says that she is going to call upon some
boys and girls in the class to do arithmetic problems, do
you hope that she will call upon someone else and not on
you?

AT32.

Do you find it hard to keep up with the rest of the class?

SM33.

Do you prefer doing school assignments by yourself rather
than doing them with other children in class?

SM34.

Is it hard for you to wait for the teacher to call on you
when you have a good idea?

PTN35.
D36.
PTN37.

Do you think you do not smile much; or smile a great deal?
Do you sometimes feel like hurting someone?
Do new teachers frighten you; or do you usually like them?

SA38.

Are you often worried that the teacher will scold or
punish you?

SM39.

Do you pay close attention to what the teacher says when
she explains something?

SA40.

When it is your turn to get up and recite in class, do
you feel your heart pounding hard?
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D41.

Sometimes when you get mad, do you smash something?

SA42.

When you are at home and you are thinking about your
arithmetic lesson for the next day, do you become afraid
that you will get the answers wrong when the teacher calls
upon you?

SA43.

When the teacher is teaching you about arithmetic, do you
feel that other children in the class understand her better
than you?

5M44.

When you are working in a group do you usually volunteer
for more work than anyone else in the group?

SM45.

When you make something in class, do you try to make sure
that all the other children see it?

PTN46.

In your group is someone else the leathar; or are you the
leader?

PTN47.

Do people think that you make many mistakes; or few mistakes?

ST48.

Have you been physically attacked by any children in
class?

D49.

Do you wish your teacher paid more attention to you?

ST50.

Are you as good in games like kickball as other students
in class?

ST51.

Do your classmates often make fun of you for the way you
play in school games?

ST52.

Do you often feel that your classmates ever want to do
what you want to do?

L53.

Has anyone ever been able to scare you?

SM54.

Wou'
or

5T55.

Do

SA56.

Do you worry about being promoted, that is, passing from
the
grade to the
grade at the end of the year?

AT57.

Do you often wish the teacher would slow down until you
understand what she is saying better?

ST58.

Does your mother bring cookies, help at class parties, and
do other things like the mothers of the other children in
class?

be willing to give up some of your play time in
run for an office in class?
.:17 children in class seem to like you?
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D59.
ST60.

D61.

Since you started school, have you ever felt like crying?
Are the clothes you wear to school as nice as those most
of the children wear?
Do you sometimes dream about things you don't like to talk
about?

SA62.

Do you worry a lot before you take a test?

SA63.

Do you think you worry more about school than other
children?

D64.

When you get mad, do you ever tell anyone else about it?

SA65.

After you have taken a test do you worry about how well
you did on the test?

SA66.

If you did very poorly when the teacher called on you,
would you probably feel like crying even though you would
try not to cry?

FORM II
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Dl.

Do you sometimes have arguments with your mother and father?

D2.

When someone scolds you does it make you feel badly?

L3.

Do you ever worry about knowing your lessons?

SM4.

Do you try to be one of the best students in your class?

SA5.

When the teacher asks you to get up in front of the class and read
aloud, are you afraid that you are going to make some bad mistakes?

SA6.

Do your knees shake when you are asked to recite in class?

5A7.

Do you feel sick when you see a fight between your classmates?

5A8.

Do you dislike acting in plays because you are afraid that other
children will laugh at you?

SA9.

Do you find it difficult to ask the teacher for help?

SA10.

Do you feel er':urrassed when you are asked to sing in front of others?

SAll.

Do you sometimes have a fear of fainting in class?

SA12.

When you are home and you are thinking about your reading lesson
for the next day, do you worry that you will do poorly on the
lesson2

D13.

When you hurt somebody's feelings, does it make you feel badly?

SA14.

Do you sometimes shake all ober when you are asked to recite in class?

SA15.

Are you afraid of being disliked by other children in class?

SM16.

When the teacher fails to notice and comment on your work does it
make you unhappy?

SA17.

When you are in bed at night, do you sometimes worry about how you
are going to do in class the next day?

D18.

Does it bother you if the teacher chooses someone else instead of
you to do something for her (or him)?

SM19.

When the teacher gives an assignment do you get busy on it right
away?

AT20.

Does your teacher sometimes give you a lower grade than you think
you deserve?

SM21.

Is getting a paper back with a good mark on it the best thing that
happens to you in school?

SM22.

When someone misses school because of illness do you try to be the
first one to help him catch up?
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PTN23.

Are your feelings easily hurt; or not easily hurt?

PTN24.

Do you think you could do well at just a few things; or almost
anything?

SM25.

Do you hate to miss school because you don't like to get behind in
your work?

SA26.

Do you always feel uncomfortable when you do not know what is
expected of you in class?

AT27.

If you made a mistake while reciting would some children laught at
you?

SA28.

Do you sometimes dream at night that you are in school and cannot
answer the teacher's question?

AT29.

Do you work hardest when you know that what you do will be compared
with what other students in class do?

D30.

Do you like to go on trips with your mother and father?

D31.

When someone makes you mad, do you ever tell them about it?

PTN32.

SA33.

PTN34.

D35.

If people wanted you to do something you did not want to do would
you get angry; or just go along?
Does your voice sometimes shake when you are asked to recite in
class?
Could you do better in your work; or are you doing as well as you
should?
Is it hard for you to tell someone you're scared?

ST36.

Does the teacher in class seem to like you?

ST37.

Are most of the children in class friendly to you?

AT38.

Do you have a hard time keeping up with the other students in class?

PTN39.

When mother caJi.s you in the morning, do you find it hard to wake
up; or do you just jump right up?

PTN40.

Do your plans often not work; or do they work out well?

SM41.

PTN42.

5M43.

PTN44.

When children are upset and cry because they do not have their
lesson do you feel sorry for them?
Which story would you like better, how Indians make clothing; or
one about killing Indians?
Do you get angry when you are working on something important in class
and someone interrupts you?
Would you rather read a book; or play ball?
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SA45.

If anything happens which tends to make you look foolish, do you
tend to think about it for a long time afterwards?

SA46.

Do you worry that you might forget your lines when you recite a poem
in front of the class?

AT47.

Do some of your frieh,.:3 4- siok you are a sissy because you make
good grades?

D48.
PTN49.
SA50.

PTN51.

Do you lose your temper sometimes?
Would you rather collect stamps; or play football?
Do you dread choosing up sides to play games because you are
usually one of the last ones chosen?
If people push you in a bus, do you get mad; or just smile?

L52.

Do you ever worry about something bad happening to someone you
know?

SA53.

When you are taking a hard test, do you forget some things you
knew Very well before you started taking the test?

SA54.

Do you wish a lot of times that you didn't worry so much about tests?

PTN55.

Would you rather be a tap dancer; or a soldier?

SA56.

When you are taking a test, does the hand you write with shake a
little?'

SM57.

If you are in a hurry to finish your lesson and are not sure how
to spell a word do you usually stop and look it up in the dictionary?

L58.

Have you ever been afraid of getting hurt?

ST59.

Do you get along well with those children in class who are looked
up to by the other children?

SM60.

Do you generally do what your friends like to do even though sometimes you want to do something else?

SM61.

Is it important to you that everybody in class like you?

PTN62.

AT63.

If a trick is played on you, do you get a little angry; or do you
laugh?
Do the students who do poorly on the test the teacher gives lose
the approval of the teacher?

PTN64.

When you are hurried do you just leave your clothes; or do you still
put them away?

AT65.

Do the children who are smart get privileges other children in class
do not get?

L66.

When you were younger, were you ever scared of anything?
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Form III

SAl.

D2.
PTN3.
SM4.

D5.

When the teacher says that she is going to find out how
much you have learned, do you get a funny feeling in your
stomach?
If you think someone doesn't like you, does it bother you?
Would you rather listen to music; or ride a bicycle?
If you were elected to an office in class, would you hurry
home after school so you could tell your mother about it?
Do you like to go to the beach in the summertime?

PTN6.

When someone is slow, does it bother you; or does it not
bother you?

SM7.

To get others to like you do you try to find nice things
to say about them?

PTN8.

In a play would you rather be a speed pilot; or a famous
writer?

AT9.

Do you get as much approval from the teacher in class as
you would like to get?

D10.

Are there some things you just don't like to talk about?

D11.

When you've done something wrong, is it hard for you to
say you're sorry?

PTN12.

If someone has a new idea, do you wait a while to make
sure; or do you say it is good?

SA13.

Do you sometimes worry about being different from many of
the children in your class?

SA14.

Do you usually feel awkward meeting new students who have
just come into the class?

PTN15.

SA16.

DI7.
PTN18.
ST19.

When you say, "I bet I'm right," are you, in the end, wrong
most of the time; or right most of the time?
When the teachers says that she is going to find out how
much you have learned, does your heart begin to beat faster?
Are you sometimes afraid of getting into arguments?
Would you rather draw pictures of birds; or hunt birds?
Do some children in class say things to hurt your feelings?
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PTN20.

L21.
ST22.
SA23.

ground, would you
If two children were fighting on the play
t?
go tell the teacher; or let them figh
Have you ever had a scary dream?
in class never pay
Does it seem like most of the children
any attention to you?
to give the class
When the teacher says that she is going
ing?
a test, do you get a nervous or funny feel

SM24.

ys make a last
Before turning in school work do you alwa
minute check for mistakes?

SA25.

you might make a
Do you dislike reciting in class because
mistake and others would laugh at you?

L26.

en?
Do you ever worry about what is going to happ

AT27.

in the future than
Do you expect to do better school work
you have in the past:

ST28.

in class?
Do you get along well with the teacher

D29.

you, do you feel
When one of your friends won't play with
badly?

D30.

t how you can get
Do you feel it's important to think abou
people to like you?

SM31.

a contest
Would you like to represent your class in
for you?
between rooms even if it meant extra work

AT32.

rt card as your
Is it hard for you to have as good a repo
parents expect you to have?

ST33.

y when you do
Do some children in class seem to get angr
better than they do?

5A34.

at you when you
Are you afraid other children will laugh
show your work to them?

SA35.

of yourself?
Are you frequently afraid you may make a fool

SA36.

Are you afraid of school tests?

SM37.

SM38.

you feel pleased
When you have done well on something, do
s notices what
with yourself even when no one else in clas
you have done?
ble making
If a child is new in class and is having trou
ndly to
frie
be
to
rt
effo
friends, do you make a special
him?
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SM39.

When the teacher says that she is going to give the class
a test, do you become afraid that you will do poorly?

SA40.

Do you worry a lot about your school work because you are
afraid your parents might find out you are not doing as
well as they expect you to do?

L41.

Do you ever worry about what people think of you?

SA42.

Do you feel nervous if the whole class watches you when
you are making something?

SA43.

Do you sometimes dream at night that other boys and girls
in your class can do things you cannot do?

ST44.

Do your classmates sometimes make fun of the way you look
and talk?

PTN45.

Would you rather talk with your teacher; or talk with a
good friend?

SM46.

Do you work with others every chance you get in class?

5A47.

Do you feel nervous when others look at work you have done?

SM48.

Do you waste time in class when you are supposed to be
working?

SA49.

When the teacher is teaching you about reading, do you
feel that other children in the class understand her
better than you?

SA50.

While you are on your way to school, do you sometimes
worry that the teacher may give the class a test?

SM51.

Do you do extra work for the teacher whenever you have the
opportunity?

L52.

Do you ever worry that you don't be able to do something
that you want to do?

SA53.

Are you often worried that you might be sick in class?

SM54.

Do you like for the teacher to call on you a lot?

SA55.

While you are taking a test, do you usually think you
are doing poorly?

SM56.

Do you have ideas that you sometimes just cannot wait to
tell the whole class about?

PTN57.

Would you rather work with books in a library; or be a
General in the Army?
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SA58.

When the teacher asks you to write on the blackboard in
front of the class, does the hand you write with sometimes
shake a little?

AT59.

Do you get as much approval from other children in class
as you would like to get?

PTN60.
D61.
FTN62.

Does your mother buy your toys; or do you buy your own?
Do you feel cross and grouchy sometimes?
In your school work do you often forget; or do you feel
sure you can remember things?

D63.

Do you feel terrible if you break something which belongs
to somebody else?

PTN64.

When a small thing upsets you, do you get so mad you want
to throw things; or can you keep calm?

SA65.

When you recite in class, do you often wonder what others
ara thinking of you?

PTN66.

Do they say you shout at people when you get excited; or
do they think you are patient?
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School
Grade

Name
Teacher
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yes
5 ---1
chase
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yes
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